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Gaucher Disease (GD), the most common lysosomal storage disorder, is caused by
mutations in the GBA1 gene, which codes for the lysosomal enzyme β-glucocerebrosidase
(GCase). GCase breaks down sphingolipids but when it is mutated, it causes the
accumulation of glucosylceramide (GlcCer) and glucosylsphingosine (GlcSph). The
common manifestations of GD include hepatosplenomegaly, anemia, thrombocytopenia,
skeletal disease, and in case of severe mutations, there are also fatal neurological
manifestations. The conventional treatment is not effective in managing the skeletal or
neurological manifestations. Hence, a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms
that cause GD pathology is required for development of effective therapeutic strategies.
The goal of this thesis was to identify the molecular mechanisms responsible for
phenotypic alterations in osteoblasts and neuronal cells from GD patients, thereby pinpoint
molecular targets for therapeutic intervention.
Our laboratory utilizes patient-specific induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)
harboring GBA1 mutations to model GD. We have previously differentiated these iPSCs
to various cell types and have shown that we can recapitulate the pathologic hallmarks of
GD. Thus, in this study, we generated GD-iPSC derived osteoblasts and neuronal cells and
found that mutations in GBA1 disrupt the canonical Wnt signaling and lysosomal

compartment in these cell types. The phenotypic consequence of this was observed in the
form of defective osteoblast differentiation and maturation as well as loss of
midbrain/hindbrain neuronal progenitors in the respective cell types. Due to the known
lysosomal dysregulation in GD, we then explored the mTOR pathway which is upstream
of lysosomal biogenesis. We found hyperactivation of mTOR in GD neuronal cells was
mediated by the significant accumulation of GlcSph, a lysolipid of GlcCer. In addition,
when we blocked the conversion of GlcCer to GlcSph using acid ceramidase inhibitors, we
were able to reverse mTOR hyperactivation and restore lysosomal expression, suggesting
that GlcSph is partly, if not fully, responsible for the lysosomal abnormalities observed in
GD. In conclusion, our study reveals that activation of canonical Wnt pathway or
suppression of mTOR pathway ameliorates the phenotypic abnormalities in GD and
identifies b-catenin, mTOR and acid ceramidase as potential therapeutic targets for GD.
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Lysosomes
Lysosomes are dynamic organelles that are necessary to maintain cellular
homeostasis. Lysosomes were first identified when Christian de Duve fractionated rat liver
tissue in order to analyze liver enzymes. He found that certain acid hydrolases were
detected only after a few days of storage in the refrigerator. The latency in detection of
these hydrolases suggested the presence of a membrane-bound structure in which they
reside. Because of the degradative properties of these enzymes, these organelles were
named ‘lysosomes’ (Greek for ‘digestive bodies’) and this finding yielded a Nobel prize in
19741,2. Electron microscopy revealed that lysosomes contain electron dense deposits, are
heterogeneous in size and morphology and constitute up to 5% of the intracellular volume.
Soon after their discovery, the lysosomes were identified as the final destination of the
endocytic pathway where digestion of endocytosed or phagocytosed material occurs.
Additionally, lysosomes were also implicated in autophagy, a highly conserved process
that continuously clears and degrades cellular components for recycling3.
1.1.1 Biosynthesis of lysosomal proteins
This involves the transcription of lysosomal genes in a coordinated manner. The
genes encoding lysosomal proteins contain a common palindromic motif, known as
coordinated lysosomal expression and regulation (CLEAR) element. The CLEAR element
serves as a crucial binding site for transcription factor EB (TFEB), the master regulator for
lysosomal and autophagy genes. TFEB subcellular localization and function is regulated
by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events4,5. Lysosomes contain two major groups
of proteins: intraluminal acid hydrolases and lysosomal membrane proteins.
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Lysosomal hydrolases (~60) are synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and
traverse the Golgi network where most hydrolases are tagged with mannose-6-phosphate.
This tag helps the enzyme bind mannose-6-phosphate receptor in the trans Golgi network
(TGN), from where it is sorted into transport vesicles. The hydrolases are then delivered to
the endo-lysosome, where they detach from the receptor due to the acidic pH6,7.
In addition to acid hydrolases, the lysosomes contain structural proteins,
transporters and ion channels (~25). No mannose-6-phosphate tagging is required for the
transport of newly synthesized membrane proteins to the lysosomes. Delivery can involve
a direct (TGN to lysosomes) or an indirect route (TGN to lysosomes via plasma
membrane)6,8.
1.1.2 Lysosomal biogenesis
Lysosomal biogenesis is a complex multi-step process that requires coordination
between the biosynthetic and endocytic pathways of the cell. The transport vesicles
carrying newly synthesized lysosomal proteins fuse with endosomes that contain
internalized cargo from the cell surface. The endosomes undergo gradual maturation as
they accumulate more cargo and lysosomal hydrolases, and increase the acidity in the
lumen6,9,10.
1.1.3 Lysosome: Structure and function
Lysosomes are ubiquitous acidic organelles (pH~4.5) found in all eukaryotic cells.
Lysosomes are generally spherical in shape and appear in a perinuclear pattern as dense
bodies in the cytosol. However, their size, number and distribution vary greatly depending
on cell type as well as cellular status. Under nutrient-rich conditions, lysosomes appear
heterogenous in morphology, distribution and size (100-500 nm diameter). Under nutrient-
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deprived conditions the number of lysosomes decreases to <50/cell, the size increases (5001500nm) and they are reorganized to the perinuclear regions where the fusion events
occur11,12.
Lysosomes have a unique membrane architecture with a high carbohydrate content
in its single phospholipid-bilayer (7-10nm). This is due to the presence of extensively
glycosylated membrane proteins such as lysosome-associated membrane protein (LAMP)1 and -2, lysosomal integral membrane protein (LIMP)-2, and CD6313. These glycosylated
membrane proteins form a glycocalyx in the luminal domain that protects the lysosomal
membrane from the acidic environment. Lysosomes maintain their acidity through the
action of vacuolar-type proton adenosine triphosphatase (v-ATPase), which hydrolyses
ATP to drive protons (H+) into the lysosomal lumen14. This acidic environment is essential
for the activity of resident lysosomal hydrolases such as nucleases, proteases,
phosphatases, lipases and sulfatases.
Lysosomes are at the intersection of degradative pathways namely endocytosis, and
autophagy. Exogenous materials are ingested via endocytosis and pass through the
endocytic compartments prior to reaching the lysosomes, whereas intracellular materials
to be degraded are transported to lysosomes through autophagy. Lysosomes also play an
important role in innate and adaptive immunity that is essential for cellular defense against
pathogens. For example, major histocompatibility complex class II (MHCII)-dependent
antigen presentation requires lysosomes for antigen processing and phagocytosis requires
lysosomes for the maturation and degradation of phagosomes15. In addition, lysosomes and
lysosome-related organelles are necessary for Ca2+ dependent exocytosis, plasma
membrane repair, bone remodeling, melanosome secretion, immune responses and
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cholesterol homeostasis6,9,16,17. More recently, the lysosome has also been recognized as a
nutrient signaling hub18-20.
1.1.4 Lysosomal dysfunction
Due to the central role of lysosomes in degradation, any perturbation of its functions
can have detrimental effects, such as failure to remove toxic cellular debris, inflammation,
apoptosis and alteration in signaling pathways. These defects have been implicated in
autoimmune disorders, cancers and several neurodegenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease21,22. In these instances,
the defects in autophagy-lysosomal pathway maybe secondary to the original proteostatic
insults. However, a large class of diseases known as lysosomal storage diseases, are caused
by deregulation of the lysosomal compartment23.
1.1.5 Lysosomal Storage Diseases
Lysosomal storage diseases (LSD) constitute more than 50 inherited metabolic
disorders. LSDs are caused by mutations in genes encoding lysosomal hydrolases,
activator/transporters, and membrane proteins. Thus, LSDs are characterized by
dysfunctional lysosomes resulting in a primary or secondary accumulation of
macromolecules. Although LSDs are not as common individually, they have a cumulative
frequency of 1 in 5000 live births24. LSDs include glycosphingolipid (GSL) storage
disorders or sphingolipidoses, where there are defects in the catabolism of metabolites that
form crucial components of cell membranes and are regulators of cell signaling25. A
number of sphingolipidoses are illustrated in Figure 1.1 (adapted from Platt FM, 201425).
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Figure 1.1 GSL catabolism and the associated LSD
Representation of the various GSLs (black outlined box), the enzymes that break them
down (purple box) and the diseases that arise from the enzyme deficiency (yellow box).
ASA, arylsulphatase A; GALC, galactocerebrosidase; CER, acid ceramidase; ASM, acid
sphingomyelinase; GBA, β-glucocerebrosidase; GLA, α-galactosidase; GLB, βgalactosidase; HEXA, β-hexosaminidase A; HEXB, β-hexosaminidase B; NA,
neuraminidase. (adapted from Platt FM, 2014)
1.2 Gaucher Disease
1.2.1 History
Gaucher Disease (GD) was first described in 1882 by Philippe Charles-Ernest
Gaucher in his thesis titled “De L’epithelioma de la Rate”26. In his thesis, Gaucher noted
infiltration of the spleen by enlarged cells in a female patient who presented with
splenomegaly. During the following years, several patients with the same pathological
findings were identified and the disorder was referred to as “Gaucher Disease”. The
abnormal macrophages that lodge in the bone marrow, liver and spleen, which are a
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hallmark of the disease came to be known as “Gaucher cells”. In the early 1900’s, Brill et
al. addressed the familial nature of GD and Oberling et al. discovered the neurologic aspect
of GD. However, it wasn’t until 1934 that Aghion determined the cause of enlarged
Gaucher cells as accumulation of the lipid glucocerebroside or glucosylceramide (GlcCer).
Yet the reason for this accumulation was still an enigma in the field27. Finally, in 1965,
Brady and colleagues at the National Institute of Health utilized
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C labeled GlcCer,

established the biochemical basis for GD, and identified the deficient enzyme that results
in this metabolic defect as b-glucocerebrosidase28-30. This was followed by cloning of the
complementary DNA (cDNA) and genomic DNA for glucocerebrosidase. Since then, the
field has seen major advances in understanding the biochemical and molecular basis of the
disease, allowing for the discovery of therapeutic strategies for GD patients.
1.2.2 Epidemiology
Although GD is a rare metabolic disorder, it is considered to be the most common
LSD, with an estimated incidence of 1:40,000 to 1:60,000 births in the general population.
Nonetheless, the disease is highly prevalent among the Ashkenazi Jewish population with
a carrier incidence of 1:18 and a disease incidence of 1:800 births27,31.
1.2.3 Molecular genetics
GD, an autosomal recessive disorder, is caused by mutations in the GBA1 gene,
which encodes a lysosomal enzyme b-glucocerebrosidase (GCase). The 7.5kb GBA1 gene
is located on chromosome 1q21 and consists of 11 exons and 10 introns. About 16kb
downstream, there exists a highly homologous 5.7kb pseudogene called GBAP, which
shares a 96% sequence identity with GBA, requiring full genomic sequencing for positive
identification of GBA mutations. Although this pseudogene is transcribed, no functional
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protein is generated due to numerous stop codons present. Notably, recombination events
between GBA1 and its pseudogene are found in a fraction of GD patients. To date, over
300 pathogenic GBA1 mutations have been identified. They include missense, nonsense,
insertions, and deletions resulting in frameshift mutations and inaccurate recombination
events. The most common mutation in GBA1 is N370S (c1226G), which accounts for
~70% of mutant alleles in Jewish patients and ~40% in the non-Jewish population. Other
common GBA1 mutations include L444P (c1448C), D409H (c1342C), 84GG (c84G85ins)
and RecNcil (c1448C-1498C). Mutations in the PSAP gene, resulting in deficiency of
saposin C (activator for GCase) can also cause GD in very rare cases32-37.
1.2.4 GCase: Synthesis and trafficking
GCase is a lysosomal membrane-associated protein of 497 amino acids that is
synthesized on ER-bound polyribosomes38,39. The leader sequence is cleaved and GCase is
glycosylated on four asparagine residues in the ER39. This glycosylation is necessary for
proper protein folding which occurs with the help of ER chaperones. Unlike most
lysosomal hydrolases, GCase does not utilize the mannose-6-phosphate pathway for
trafficking8,39,40. Instead, GCase associates with the trafficking chaperone LIMP2 in the
ER41,42. Both proteins traverse the ER to the Golgi, where GCase undergoes sequential
oligosaccharide modifications. It then moves through the endocytic compartments via
clathrin-coated vesicles, and ultimately reach the lysosome. The interaction of GCase and
LIMP2 is pH-sensitive; their binding is promoted at the neutral pH of the ER, while
dissociation occurs in the acidic milieu of the lysosomes. Thus, LIMP2 acts as sorting
receptor that is necessary for targeting GCase to the lysosomes43. Within the lysosome,
GCase binds the inner membrane via association with the negatively charged phospholipid
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(NCP) head groups present in the inner leaflet. This association is also significant as it
causes conformational change of GCase to its catalytically active form39,44. Additionally,
the coenzyme Saposin C is required for the activation of GCase hydrolytic activity40,44.
Mutations in GBA1 interfere with the processing and trafficking of GCase to the
lysosomes. As GCase travels through the Golgi, the addition of oligosaccharide moieties
renders it resistant to endoglycosidase-H (endo-H) treatment. Almost ~90% of the
synthesized wild type (WT) GCase is endo-H resistant. On the contrary, mutant GCase is
endo-H sensitive, suggesting that it does not go through Golgi processing and is retained
in the ER31,45-47.
Furthermore, mutant GCase interacts with the ER chaperone calnexin, which is
known to bind several misfolded glycoproteins and target them for ER-associated
degradation (ERAD). Thus, GBA1 mutations results in the formation of mutant, misfolded
GCase that is kept in the ER and is eventually degraded via the ERAD pathway45,47-49.
1.2.5 Pathophysiology
The function of GCase is to cleave the glycosidic link between glucose and
ceramide (Figure 1.2). GBA1 mutations that cause GD are characterized by decreased
GCase activity causing accumulation of GlcCer, an important constituent of the cell
membrane and lipid rafts50. This accumulation is most evident in macrophages, because
they phagocytose red blood cells (RBCs) but are unable to digest the GlcCer present in the
RBC membrane. Loss of GCase leads to the accumulation of undigested GlcCer in
macrophage lysosomes. These pathological, lipid-engorged macrophages are known as
Gaucher cells. Light microscopy of Gaucher cells reveal enlarged cells with an eccentric
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nucleus and a cytoplasm that resembles a papier-mâché. Figure 1.3 depicts the classic
Gaucher morphology in GD induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived macrophages.

CERAMIDE

GLUCOSE

GCase

GLUCOSE

CERAMIDE

Figure 1.2 Structure and function of GCase
(Top) Chemical structure of GluCer
(Bottom) Catalysis of GlcCer to ceramide and glucose
through the action of GCase

Figure 1.3 Morphology of
Gaucher macrophages
(a)
May–Grünwald–Giemsa
staining showing the ‘crumpled
tissue’ morphology of Gaucher
iPSC-derived macrophages. (Scale
bars, 20 µm) (Image taken from
Panicker et al, PNAS, 2012).
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1.2.6 Clinical presentation
Infiltration of organs/tissues such as spleen, liver and bone marrow by Gaucher
cells is considered to be the main determinant of the disease manifestations. GD is typically
characterized by visceral and hematological clinical signs (hepatosplenomegaly, anemia,
thrombocytopenia), and skeletal disease. Additionally, a small number of patients present
with serious neurological disease. GD patients show varied clinical presentations, which
has led to its classification into three clinical subtypes51-53. However, several studies
suggest that there is a poor correlation between genotype and phenotype32,34,54-56.
Type 1 GD (GD1), the most common form of the disease, has a prevalence of 9095% in western countries and affects 1:500 to 1:1000 people of Ashkenazi Jewish descent.
GD1 has variable clinical presentations. Patients can be asymptomatic throughout life or
have an early childhood onset of wide-ranging signs and symptoms31,57,58. Typically, these
manifestations include splenomegaly (90%)59,60, hepatomegaly (60-80%)56, anemia (2025%), thrombocytopenia (60-90%)61, bone marrow infiltration (80%)62, fatigue (50%)63,
growth retardation (34%)63, acute painful bone crises (30%)64, avascular necrosis (15%),
osteopenia/osteoporosis and lytic lesions65. There are certain infrequent features like
pulmonary fibrosis, renal involvement (hematuria and proteinuria), ocular manifestations
(vasculitis or vitreo-retinal involvement), insulin resistance, amyloidosis, skin involvement
(hyperpigmentation) and myocardial/valvular involvement32,66. Although GD1 is rarely
life-threatening, it can severely diminish the patient’s quality of life. Conventionally, GD1
is considered the non-neuronopathic subtype of GD (absence of neurological pathology).
However, in recent years, there have been reports of peripheral neuropathy (14%)67 and
Parkinson’s Disease (PD)68-70 in GD1 patients32,51,67,69,71. Compared to the general
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population, GD1 patients have a 4-20 times greater risk of developing PD during their
lifetime68. It was later recognized that heterozygote carriers (families of GD patients) are
also at risk of developing PD, which can present at an earlier age than non – GBA1
associated PD71. Hence, mutations in GBA1 are considered the highest genetic risk factor
for PD with symptoms such as tremor, bradykinesia and asymmetric onset of rigidity.
Type 2 GD (GD2), acute neuronopathic GD (nGD) (<5% of cases) occurs during
infancy and is a rapidly progressing disease leading to death by 2 to 4 years of age.
Neurological abnormalities can occur before visceral disease or concurrently72. It is often
recognized by a clinico-pathological triad: Bulbar signs (problem in swallowing and
sucking), rigid neck/trunk and bilateral strabismus (misaligned eyes). Deterioration of the
brain stem occurs progressively followed by stridor causing apnea and laryngeal
obstruction or dysphagia related aspiration. In addition, children have defects in
psychomotor development, impaired cognition, seizures, deafness, splenomegaly and
growth retardation73. Fetal-neonatal subtype of GD2 is the most severe form of GD and
has a very low prevalence (<1%). Residual GCase activity is almost nil. The symptoms
associated with this type are hydrops fetalis, ichthyosis, facial dysmorphia, fetal akinesia,
hepatosplenomegaly and thrombocytopenia. Fatality occurs in utero or shortly after
birth74,75.
Type 3 GD (GD3), a subacute neurological form of GD constituting 5% of all cases,
is generally associated with later onset in childhood and slower progressing disease
compared with GD2. Patients with GD3 can exhibit the visceral disease seen in GD1
combined with the neurological features of GD266,72. The neurological disease can range
from oculomotor anomalies (66%) to rapidly progressing brain degeneration. Around 16%
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of the patients have been reported to have epileptic disorders (16%) and 33% have
cognitive deficits72,76,77. In addition, kyphosis, cardiac disease (valve calcification),
hydrocephaly have been noted in GD3 patients. The visceral manifestations may precede
the

neurological

abnormalities

and

include

skeletal

disease

such

as

osteopenia/osteoporosis, pulmonary involvement, hepatosplenomegaly and hematological
symptoms35,76,78. GD3 can be further classified into:
GD3a: Mild visceral disease with an accelerated progressive neurological manifestation
(cerebellar ataxia, progressive myoclonic epilepsy and dementia). Death occurs within the
first two decades57,73.
GD3b: Massive visceral and bone disease with mild and gradually progressing neurological
symptoms57,79,80.
GD3c: Rare, atypical variant that causes fatal cardiac valve and aortic calcifications,
corneal opacities, skeletal disease and mild hepatosplenomegaly. Homozygous D409H
mutations are strongly associated with this phenotype, although there can be some overlap
with GD3a. Death occurs mostly in early adulthood57,72,73,79,80.
Although there may be distinctions between the various subtypes, due to
overlapping manifestations, the clinical presentations in GD can be thought of as a
continuum37.
1.2.7 Diagnosis of GD
Being a rare disease, the diagnosis of GD can take years after the patient presents with
the aforementioned clinical and laboratory signs. The common clinical diagnosis for GD
is as follows35:
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I.

GCase activity usually ranges between 0-30% of the normal value in total leukocytes
or mononuclear cells, fibroblasts or dried blood spots in GD patients.

II.

DNA screening for known GBA1 mutations.

III.

Prenatal diagnosis is done on the amniotic fluid cells by genetic analysis.

IV.

Disease biomarkers act as secondary method of diagnosis as well as parameters to
measure after therapeutic intervention. They include elevated chitotriosidase and
CCL18 (produced mainly by macrophages), plasma ferritin, serum acid phosphatase
and angiotensin-converting enzyme. In addition, glucosylsphingosine (GlcSph), a
deacylated metabolite of GlcCer is a very specific biomarker of GD81,82.

1.2.8 Therapeutic management of GD
Prior to the availability of pharmacological treatments, GD patients were treated
through surgical and non-surgical approaches including splenectomy, joint replacement
surgery, or blood transfusions. These measures were a temporary relief and often worsened
the disease and caused complications in various organs. Hence, GD was considered a
devastating disease resulting in premature death of the patients due to bleeding
complications, failure of bone marrow and liver, debilitating skeletal disease, malignancies
etc27.
1.2.8.1 Enzyme Replacement Therapy (ERT)
The goal of ERT is to provide patients with sufficient recombinant enzyme to
breakdown the accumulated lipids, thereby ameliorating the symptoms (Figure 1.4). In the
early 1960s, De Duve proposed ERT as therapeutic strategy for lysosomal diseases, GD
being the best candidate1. During the 1970s, Brady and colleagues showed proof of concept
of ERT, when they administered two patients with purified placental GCase83. The patients
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tolerated the ERT well and they showed a significant reduction in GlcCer levels within the
liver and erythrocytes. However, several studies using ERT for GD1 by other groups were
unsuccessful at the time84. In 1990, Barton et al modified the placental GCase by exposing
the mannose residues for targeting to tissue macrophages, which have mannose receptors,
and administered this altered (glycosidase-treated, mannose-terminated) GCase in a child
with GD85. There was improvement in thrombocytopenia, anemia and skeletal
manifestations after repeated infusions. Similar results were obtained and reported in 1991
by Beutler et al, when two patients received low dose GCase which was given thrice a
week86. The placental GCase was called alglucerase and it became commercially available
in 1991. However, since the source of this GCase was placental, availability and the chance
of contagion limited this approach87. This led to the production of GCase in Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cells and the first randomized trial was conducted by Grabowski et
al, where they compared the effects of mannose-terminated placental GCase with the
GCase synthesized in CHO cells. Various parameters (e.g. hemoglobin levels, platelet
count etc.) were measured in patients receiving either GCase and no significant differences
were observed between the two groups88,89. The GCase from CHO cells was named
imiglucerase and both formulations were approved by the FDA in the early 1990’s for the
treatment of GD1 patients. Genzyme corporation took over the manufacture of
imiglucerase under the name Cerezyme.
For 18 years, alglucerase and imiglucerase were the only ERT treatment for GD
patients. Nearly two decades later, came two additional ERT drugs, velaglucerase-alfa
(2010) and taliglucerase-alfa (2012) that were found to be similar to imiglucerase in terms
of safety and efficacy in treating GD patients90,91. Through years of trials and long-term
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follow-up of patients treated with ERT, it is now well established that ERT decreases
organomegaly as well as improves the hematological parameters in 6 months57,58,87,91,92.
However, ERT is not as effective in treating the skeletal, immune and pulmonary
manifestations34,93,94. In addition, ERT cannot cross the blood brain barrier (BBB), hence
it cannot be used for treating GD2 and GD395,96. ERT is given to patients in the form of bimonthly infusions at a dose of 60U/kg of weight87. ERT is not a cure for GD, as it cannot
correct the underlying defect. Hence, patients require repeated infusions to manage the
symptoms, thus significantly increasing the cost of treatment.

ERT
GlcCer

Glucose

Ceramide

Figure 1.4 Mechanism of action of ERT
ERT mimics the function of endogenous GCase and breaks down the
glycosidic bond in GlcCer to generate ceramide and glucose, thereby
decreasing the accumulation of GlcCer.

1.2.8.2 Substrate Reduction Therapy (SRT)
The principle behind SRT is inhibition of glucosylceramide synthase (GCS), the
enzyme that generates GlcCer from glucose and ceramide, thereby reducing the burden of
accumulating GSL (Figure 1.5). The concept of substrate reduction therapy was proposed
by Fran Platt and Norman Radin in the mid-1990s, each with their candidate drugs, NBDNJ (N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin) and PDMP (D-threo-l-phenyl-2-decanoylamino-3morpholino-l-propanol), respectively97,98. Since NB-DNJ (or miglustat) had been
previously tested for safety and pharmacokinetics in various species as a potential antiviral
therapy for HIV, the development of this drug for GD advanced rapidly (concept-1994 to
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clinical trial-2000). The FDA approved miglustat in 2003 for GD1 patients that could not
receive ERT99,100. While miglustat inhibited GCS effectively, it was shown to have
multiple off-target effects. In a trial conducted by Cox et al, miglustat was used as a
maintenance therapy after ERT and various endpoints were measured. It was reported that
although miglustat was able to meet the primary efficacy endpoint, over half of the patients
dropped out of the trial due to its adverse effects especially gastrointestinal issues101.
Hence, miglustat is currently not being used to treat GD patients as much. The Genzyme
Corporation brought a new SRT drug to the market known as eliglustat tartrate (ELI),
which is a very potent and highly specific GCS inhibitor with few off-target effects. ELI
went to a massive clinical trial program across 12 countries, 24 centers and 400 patients.
Primary endpoint (reduction in spleen volume) and key secondary endpoints (reduction in
liver volume, increase in platelet count and hemoglobin concentration) were met in this
trial. It was further tested in other trials as a maintenance therapy, and patients achieved a
reduction in GD biomarkers such as chitoriosidase, CCL18, GSL levels and M1P1-b. Thus,
ELI was approved in 2014 for adults with GD1 who are CYP2D6 extensive, intermediate
or poor metabolizers102-106, but not ultra-rapid metabolizers, who will not be able to retain
adequate concentration of ELI so as to achieve therapeutic effect107. ELI is also not
prescribed for pregnant women or women who are breastfeeding. In contrast to ERT, ELI
is a capsule that can be orally taken once/twice a day, making it more convenient for
patients.
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Figure 1.5 Mechanism of action of SRT
SRT inhibits glucosylceramide synthase (GCS), decreasing the
production of GlcCer, thereby reducing the burden of its accumulation
in GD patients.

1.2.9 Alternative therapeutic approaches for GD
1.2.9.1 Pharmacological Chaperone Therapy (PCT)
Pharmacological chaperones are small molecules that bind specific target proteins
and improve their stability, catalytic activity and promote their translocation to the site
where the target protein is required. Due to size of the PCT molecules, they can cross the
BBB, hence making them an attractive therapeutic option for nGD108,109. Lysosomal
enzymes, such as GCase are folded in the ER with the help of chaperones and are then
translocated to the lysosome. However, if the enzyme is mutated, it will be misfolded and
undergo premature degradation through the ERAD pathway48, unable to ever reach the
lysosome. Since GBA1 mutations result in a misfolded GCase, the use of small molecule
chaperones that can bind specifically to GCase and improve translocation to lysosomes
have been considered as therapeutic options for GD108,109. Two molecular chaperones
namely, ambroxol and isofagamine are known to bind certain GCase mutants and increase
their trafficking to the lysosomes109. Numerous studies performed in GD and PD
fibroblasts, drosophila models of GD as well as primary cortical neurons from GD mouse
models have shown that chaperones increased GCase protein levels, GCase enzymatic
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activity, mRNA expression, and decreased ER and mitochondrial stress45,110-116. An early
small-scale study using high-dose ambroxol on five nGD patients showed good safety and
tolerability, decreased GSL accumulation in cerebrospinal fluid, and increased GCase
activity in lymphocytes. In addition, patients also showed improvement in myoclonus
seizures and gross motor functions117. The use of PCT in GD is still in its infancy and more
studies have to be performed in order to be able to be use as a therapeutic strategy for GD
patients118.
1.2.9.2 Gene therapy
With the advent of ERT, Drs. Brady and Karlsson at the National Institute of Health
(NIH) were investigating the possibility of a permanent cure in the form of gene therapy
for GD patients. In 1990, they reported the generation of a high-titer, amphotropic
retroviral vector called NTG, which expressed the human GCase when transduced in GD
fibroblasts, human monocytic and erythroleukemic cell lines as well as hematopoietic
progenitor cells (HPCs)119. Following this, a clinical protocol was established to examine
the safety and feasibility of using retroviral transduction on patient-derived peripheral
blood or bone marrow cells. Briefly, they isolated CD34+ peripheral blood or bone marrow
stem cells from three adult GD patients and transduced them with a retroviral vector
encoding human GCase cDNA, ex vivo. Although the transduced cells were able to engraft
and persist for 3 months post-infusion, the GCase levels were too low to provide any
therapeutic benefit120. The field of gene therapy has greatly advanced since these early
efforts. The transition to lentiviral vectors has seen excellent clinical outcomes in the
treatment of other diseases such as Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome or X-linked
adrenoleukodystrophy. Recently, Massaro et al. have shown that fetal intracranial injection
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of adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector containing human GCase cDNA, was able to
restore GCase expression, abolish neurodegeneration and alleviate inflammation in a
mouse model of nGD121. These studies show proof of principle and lay the groundwork for
future protocols involving gene therapy for GD patients.
1.3 Development of research tools to study GD
1.3.1 Mouse models of GD
Dr. Ginns and colleagues at the NIH created the first animal model of GD in 1992.
They inserted a Neo cassette in exons 9 and 10 of GBA1 gene, generating a mouse that had
almost no GCase activity and resembled the severe type 2 GD with GlcCer accumulation
in liver, brain, lungs and lysosomes of macrophages infiltrating the spleen and liver122.
However, the mice died within 24 hours due to excess dehydration caused by defects in
skin permeability123. These studies led to the finding that functional GCase was essential
to maintain normal epidermal biochemistry and ultrastructure, the disruption of which led
to the collodion skin phenotype seen in GD2 patients. The presence of this phenotype can
also help distinguish between GD2 and GD3124. Nonetheless, due to early lethality of the
model, it could not be used for therapeutic development. Following this, the Proia lab
generated GD mice with the severe human mutation RecNcil and the less severe L444P
mutation by insertion mutagenesis. The RecNcil mice had very little GCase activity and
accumulated GlcCer in brain and liver. On the other hand, L444P mice had higher levels
of GCase activity and no significant accumulation of GlcCer in brain or liver. In either
case, the mice died within 48 hours of birth, due to defective permeability barrier in the
epidermis125. The Proia lab then went on to generate a longer lived L444P mouse that
recapitulated the inflammatory phenotype but lacked the classical Gaucher features126. The
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Grabowski lab then developed viable mouse models of GD harboring point mutations such
as N370S, V394L, D409H and D409V. While there was no difference in GCase mRNA
levels, the GCase activity decreased to 2-25% of WT levels in liver, spleen, brain and lungs.
There was some GlcCer accumulation in the visceral organs but not the brain127. Thus,
attempts to make a GD mouse with loss of GCase in the entire animal that recapitulates the
human disease were not completely successful. This led the Karlsson group to create a
mouse model where in GCase (exons 9-11) was conditionally deleted in hematopoietic
cells specifically. This was achieved by use of the Cre-lox system driven by a
hematopoietic specific promoter (Mx1), and the deletion was done after birth. The mice
recapitulated the GD phenotypes (massive Gaucher infiltration, splenomegaly and
cytopenia) and had a normal life span128. In a similar manner, the group also generated a
mouse model with severe form of nGD by restricting the GCase deficiency to neural and
glial cells to bypass the lethal skin phenotype that was previously observed. In this case,
the Cre recombinase transgene was driven by a nestin promoter. NestinCre/GBA1 mice
recapitulated the neurological phenotypes of human nGD such as neurodegeneration and
neuroinflammation and survived for about 2 weeks129. Lastly, the Mistry group also
utilized the Mx1 conditional knockout strategy and showed dysregulation in macrophages,
thymic T cells, dendritic cells and osteoblasts in a representative GD1 mouse model130,131.
Prior to the use of genetically modified mouse models, a chemically induced model
was used to study GD. Conduritol-b-epoxide (CBE), a specific and irreversible inhibitor
of GCase was administered for 3 weeks interperitoneally, which caused inhibition of
GCase activity (>90%) and GlcCer accumulation in the liver, spleen and brain of the
mice132. This phenotype was reversed when administration of CBE was ceased133. More
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recently, the Futerman lab utilized the CBE mouse model to describe the variability of GD
phenotypes in different mouse strains and identified a list of candidate modifier genes using
genome-wide association studies (GWAS)134. Mouse models of GD have been long
appreciated for being an excellent tool for studying pathogenesis and therapeutic
development; however the generation of a faithful animal model that phenocopies the
human disease has been quite challenging135.
1.3.2 Cell based models of GD
In order to complement the animal-based work and overcome its challenges,
effective cell-based models are required to better understand the molecular mechanisms
that cause disease and for drug development. Fibroblasts have been used for a long time,
especially in GD; however, they are an insufficient tool to gain deeper insights into the
disease, as they do not represent the affected cell types. The advent of GD patient-derived
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) has now enabled the generation of virtually any cell
type for disease modeling.
1.3.2.1 iPSC
iPSCs were first generated in 2006 by Yamanaka and colleagues at Kyoto
University, which earned him a Nobel Prize in 2012. They showed that contrary to longheld views, adult somatic cells could be de-differentiated to an embryonic pluripotent state,
by expression of four “reprogramming" transcription factors (TFs) namely, SOX2,
OCT3/4, KLF4 and c-MYC. Both mouse and human fibroblasts could be converted to
iPSC using retroviral delivery of the ‘Yamanaka factors.’ The iPSC share similarities with
human embryonic stem cells (ESCs) in terms of their colony morphology, expression of
embryonic stem cell (ESC)-specific proteins, global gene expression profiles, and teratoma
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formation136. These features of iPSCs are quite different from those of the parental
fibroblasts. iPSCs have a unique ability to self-renew as well as differentiate into virtually
any cell type. The generation of iPSCs has expanded the scientific field as it has substantial
ramifications in basic research, disease modeling, therapeutic development precision
medicine and regenerative medicine137-140.
1.3.2.2 Disease modeling using iPSC
One of the applications of iPSC is disease modeling. Disease-specific iPSCs have
been generated from patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, PD, Duchenne muscular
dystrophy, Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, spinal muscular atrophy, Long QT
syndrome, GD and many more141-147.
Our laboratory has used iPSCs to model GD. To this end, we generated iPSCs from
GD patient fibroblasts harboring GBA1 mutations representing all three clinical subtypes
of GD. These iPSCs were thoroughly characterized: they expressed pluripotency genes
such as SOX2, SSEA-3, SSEA-4, NANOG, OCT4 and TRA-1-60; karyotypic analysis
displayed a normal complement of chromosomes; pluripotency assays revealed the
generation of all three germ layers, both in vitro and in vivo148. We further differentiated
GD iPSC to the major cell types that are affected in GD and recapitulated characteristic
hallmarks of the disease.
Firstly, Panicker et al demonstrated that GD iPSC-derived macrophages had
reduced GCase activity, accumulated GlcCer, exhibited delay in the clearance of opsonized
RBCs, had lysosomal depletion, produced elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines, and
were hyper-responsive to LPS. These phenotypes observed in GD-macrophages
recapitulated the most characteristic hallmarks of GD. The abnormal phenotypes were
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reversed upon incubation with recombinant GCase (rGCase), demonstrating that they were
not an artifact of the iPSC system. PCT drugs, ambroxol and isofagomine also reversed
the abnormal phenotype149.
Next, Sgambato et al generated HPCs from WT and GD iPSCs. While both gave
rise to comparable numbers of HPCs, GD-HPCs showed altered lineage commitment, with
reduced erythroid differentiation and maturation and increased myeloid differentiation,
recapitulating the anemia and thrombocytopenia seen in GD patients. This skewed
differentiation was also rescued when the GD iPSC-derived HPCs were treated with
rGCase150.
Lastly, Awad et al generated GD-iPSC derived neurons and reported the depletion
of lysosomes causing a block in autophagic flux due to aberrant lysosomal clearance of
autophagosomes. Additionally, the GD neurons showed decreased expression of TFEB,
the master regulator of lysosomal and autophagy genes151.
Taken together, the Feldman lab has been able to generate for the first time GD
patient-derived iPSCs and further differentiate them into macrophages, HPCs, neurons, and
other cell types, all displaying striking phenotypic similarities as observed in GD patients.
This work, from many people in the laboratory showed that iPSCs can serve as an excellent
model to study aberrations at a cellular and molecular level, identify therapeutic targets as
well as develop therapeutic strategies for GD. In the next chapters I will describe my work
on how GD iPSC-derived cells were used to uncover previously undescribed mechanisms
that may explain how GCase deficiency disrupts osteoblast and neuronal development, and
interferes with lysosomal homeostasis.
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CHAPTER 2: GAUCHER DISEASE IPSC-DERIVED OSTEOBLASTS HAVE
DEVELOPMENTAL AND LYSOSOMAL DEFECTS THAT IMPAIR BONE
MATRIX DEPOSITION1
2.1 Introduction to Chapter 2
Gaucher disease (GD) is an inherited autosomal recessive disorder with a carrier
frequency of 1:18 among the Ashkenazi Jewish population and a disease incidence of
1:50,000 in the general population36,152. GD is caused by mutations in the GBA1 gene,
which encodes lysosomal GCase30,53. Patients with GD are generally classified into 3
clinical subtypes: type 1 (non-neuronopathic), type 2 (acute neuronopathic) and type 3
(chronic neuronopathic), but there is great clinical variability between patients, suggesting
that environmental factors and genetic background play an important role in determining
the course of the disease37. GCase enzyme deficiency results in the accumulation of
glucosylceramide, primarily in macrophages, due to their inability to digest
glucosylceramide present in the plasma membrane (PM) of phagocytosed RBCs50,72,149.
This accumulation leads to the appearance of lipid-engorged, pathological Gaucher
macrophages in bone marrow, liver and spleen153. Other clinical manifestations include
anemia, thrombocytopenia, and bone disease28,33,34,37,53,154. In addition, 20% of GD cases
involving severe mutations result in significant neuronopathy55,155-157.
To model GD, we generated iPSC from patients with all 3 clinical subtypes of GD
and differentiated them to cell types affected in the disease.

GD iPSC-derived

macrophages had a striking defect in clearance of phagocytosed RBCs, recapitulating a
pathological hallmark of the disease148; using hematopoietic progenitors derived from GD

1

Panicker LM, Srikanth MP*, Castro-Gomes T, Miller D, Andrews NW, Feldman RA. Hum Mol
Genet. 2018 Mar 1;27(5):811-822. doi: 10.1093/hmg/ddx442. *First co-author
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iPSC we found that mutant GCase causes developmental abnormalities in the
hematopoietic lineage resulting in aberrant myelopoiesis and decreased erythropoiesis,
reflecting the cytopenias in GD patients150; we also found that iPSC-derived neurons from
neuronopathic GD patients have reduced lysosomal biogenesis, dysregulated autophagy,
and

developmental

defects,

which

may

contribute

to

GBA1-associated

neurodegeneration151,158. All of the phenotypic abnormalities observed in GD
macrophages, hematopoietic lineages and neuronal cells were reversed by recombinant
GCase, demonstrating that the phenotypes observed were indeed caused by GCase
deficiency and were not an artifact of the iPSC system.
Patients affected by all types of GD develop bone disease, and its manifestations
include osteopenia, osteoporosis, reduced bone mineral density, increased fracture risk,
avascular necrosis, bone infarctions, and growth retardation in severe cases94,159-162.
Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) with recombinant glucocerebrosidase reverses
hematological and visceral parameters in type 1 GD patients within 6 months93. While the
skeletal manifestations in GD are reversed more slowly by ERT, there is very significant
reduction in osteopenia, particularly in young patients94,163,164. The mechanisms leading to
GD bone pathology are still unknown, but studies in animal models of GD with a targeted
deletion of GBA1 in hematopoietic and mesenchymal lineages, have shown dysfunctional
osteoblast activity resulting in decreased bone mineralization131. Studies in zebrafish
showed that GBA1 loss of function is associated with impaired osteoblast differentiation
and defective bone ossification, owing to increased oxidative stress and reduced Wnt/bcatenin signaling165. It is also believed that increased osteoclast numbers in circulation and
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the inflammatory environment in GD are also important contributors to the bone pathology
in this disorder149,166-173.
In this study we used iPSC-derived osteoblasts from GD patients to identify the
mechanisms leading to bone disease in these patients. We report that GD osteoblasts have
developmental defects, as evidenced by their inability to fully differentiate into functional
osteoblasts capable of normal bone deposition. We also found downregulation of Wnt/bcatenin signaling, which may contribute to the developmental defects of GD osteoblasts.
In addition, the mutant osteoblasts had reduced numbers of lysosomes, and there was a
concomitant reduction in lysosomal hydrolases.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Directed differentiation of GD-iPSC to mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) and
osteoblasts.
The GD iPSC used in this study have been previously described148,149. Control and
GD iPSC were differentiated to mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) via embryoid bodies
followed by culture in osteogenic differentiation media as described in the section
‘Materials and Methods’. The MSC were then analyzed for the expression of specific
proteins by flow cytometry. Both control and GD iPSC were efficiently differentiated to
MSC as determined by expression of CD44, CD29, HLA-ABC, and lack of expression of
the hematopoietic marker CD45 (Figure 2.1A and 2.2). More than 95% of control and GD
iPSC-derived MSC expressed cell surface markers of MSC.
Control and GD iPSC-derived MSC were then differentiated to osteoblasts by
culturing in osteogenic differentiation media for 3 weeks, followed by mRNA analysis for
expression of specific gene expression of osteoblasts. As shown in Figures 2.1B, 2.3A and
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2.3B, GD osteoblasts expressed lower mRNA levels of alkaline phosphatase (ALP),
collagen 1 (Col1), and Runx2 than control cells. Runx2 is an important transcription factor
essential for osteoblast differentiation174. Osteocalcin was also downregulated in GD
osteoblasts (data not shown). ALP is an enzyme secreted in vesicles into the extracellular
space, where it hydrolyzes pyrophosphate and other phosphate moieties to
monophosphate175-177. This enzyme is critical for bone mineral matrix formation, whereas
Col1 is a major component of the protein bone matrix178,179. As shown in Figures 2.1C
and 2.3C, GD osteoblasts had very reduced levels of ALP enzymatic activity compared to
controls. The ability of GD iPSC-osteoblasts to deposit mineral matrix as measured by
Alizarin Red staining, was also considerably reduced compared to control osteoblasts
(Figure 2.1D).
GD osteoblasts expressed low levels of GCase compared to control osteoblasts
(Figure 2.4A). To determine whether the defects in osteoblast differentiation and mineral
deposition could be reversed by treatment with rGCase, control and GD iPSC-derived MSC
were differentiated in osteogenic media supplemented with rGCase enzyme throughout the
3-week differentiation period. As shown in Figures 2.4B and 2.5, rGCase was able to
restore ALP enzymatic activity and calcium phosphate deposition by GD osteoblasts,
demonstrating that the phenotype observed was caused by GCase deficiency. The ability
of rGCase to reverse the phenotype caused by even severe type 2 and 3 GD mutations
suggests that the recombinant enzyme can overcome the deleterious effects of a potential
gain-of-function by mutant GCase. Taken together, the reduction in markers of osteoblast
differentiation and the defects in matrix protein synthesis and mineral deposition in the
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mutant cells suggest that GCase deficiency interferes with osteoblast differentiation and
their bone-forming ability.
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Figure 2.1 Characterization of MSC and osteoblasts derived from control
and GD iPSC.
(A) Flow cytometry analysis of control iPSC-derived control MSC. Scatter
plots show the expression for the specific cell surface proteins of MSC, CD29,
CD44 and HLA-ABC, and lack of CD45 expression. Isotype (Iso)controls are
shown at the left. (B) qRT-PCR analysis showing the mRNA expression of
osteoblast specific genes in control and GD iPSC-derived MSC and osteoblasts
as indicated. Results are expressed as fold-change of each osteoblast line
compared with its corresponding MSC line (mean ± SEM). SEM: Standard
error of mean. P values for control, GD2a and GD3a for each marker are as
follows: ALP (0.003, 0.016 and 0.002), Col1 (0.002, 0.372 and 0.049),
RUNX2 (0.020, 0.034 and 0.049). (C) Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) stain in
control and GD2 osteoblasts. (D) Alizarin red stain showing the mineral
deposits in control and GD2 osteoblast cultures. Scale bar, 50 µm.
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Figure 2.2 Flow cytometry analysis of GD iPSC-derived MSC.
The indicated GD MSC were stained with antibodies to the MSC markers HLA-ABC,
CD44 and CD29, and with antibody to CD45 as a negative control. Histograms show
the percentage of cells stained with antibodies to specific antibodies (blue) and overlaid
with isotype controls (red).
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Figure 2.3 Defective differentiation of GD MSC to osteoblasts.
qRT-PCR analysis showing the expression of ALP (A) and Col1 (B) in control
and the indicated GD iPSC-derived osteoblasts. Results are expressed as foldchange of each osteoblast line compared to its corresponding MSC line (mean
± SEM). P values for control, GD1a, GD1b and GD3b for each gene are as
follows: ALP (0.003, 0.002, 0.003 and 0.019; Col1 (0.002, 0.278, 0.497 and
0.068). NS: not significant C) Alkaline phosphatase stain in the indicated
control and GD iPSC derived MSC and osteoblasts. Scale bar, 50 µm.
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Figure
2.4
Defective
differentiation of GD MSC to
osteoblasts and rescue by
rGCase.
Control and the indicated GD
iPSC-derived
MSC
were
differentiated to osteoblasts in
the absence or presence of 0.24
U/ml rGCase for 3 weeks.
After
differentiation,
the
cultures were stained for
alkaline phosphatase (A) or
Alizarin red (B). Scale bar, 50
µm.

2.2.2 Downregulation of Wnt/b-Catenin signaling in GD iPSC osteoblasts.
As the canonical Wnt/b-catenin pathway plays a major role in osteoblast
differentiation and maturation180-183, we examined whether Wnt signaling was affected in
the mutant osteoblasts. To this end, we carried out immunostaining for b-catenin, a major
downstream mediator of Wnt signaling. Immunofluorescence analysis showed decreased
b-catenin expression levels in GD osteoblasts compared to those in control osteoblasts
(Figure 2.6A). Five-day incubation of GD osteoblasts with rGCase partially rescued total
b-catenin levels in the mutant cells. To further assess the effect of mutant GBA1 on
Wnt/b-catenin signaling, we carried out immunofluorescence and immunoblot analysis
using antibodies to the activated, unphosphorylated form of b-catenin. As shown in
Figures 2.6B and 2.6C, GD osteoblasts had reduced levels of activated b-catenin, and
rGCase treatment caused a significant increase in active b-catenin levels.
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Figure 2.6 GD osteoblasts have lower levels of total and active b-catenin.
(A) Control and GD2 iPSC-derived osteoblasts were incubated in the absence or
presence of 0.24 U/ml rGCase for 5 days. The cultures were then stained using anti-β
catenin antibody (red). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Magnification, ×40. Scale
bar, 25 µm. (B) Control and GD2 iPSC-derived osteoblasts were incubated in the
absence or presence of 0.24 U/ml rGCase for 5 days. The cultures were then stained
with antibodies to active b-catenin (non-phosphorylated) (red). Nuclei were stained
with DAPI (blue). Magnification, ×40. Scale bar, 25 µm. (C) Left panel, representative
immunoblot showing the expression of active b-catenin in control and GD2 osteoblasts
that were incubated in the absence or presence of 0.24 U/ml rGCase. Right panel,
quantitation of immunoblot analysis of active b-catenin expression in control and GD2
osteoblasts; Results are expressed as fold-change with respect to non-treated (NT)
control osteoblasts (mean ± SEM, n = 3). ***P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA).
***P < 0.001 between control versus GD2, **P < 0.01 between GD2 versus
GD2 + rGCase.
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GSK3b, the major negative regulator of Wnt signaling, is a kinase that
phosphorylates b-catenin, targeting it for degradation by the proteasome. The activity of
GSK3b is negatively regulated by inhibitory phosphorylation on Ser 9184,185. To investigate
the mechanism of b-catenin degradation in mutant osteoblasts, we examined expression of
both total GSK3b and pGSK3b (S9). Western blot analysis showed no significant
difference in total GSK3b protein level between control and GD osteoblasts with or without
rGCase treatment (Figure 2.7A). However, there was a reduction in the levels of inhibitory
pGSK3b (S9) in GD osteoblasts compared with controls (Figure 2.7B). When
differentiation of GD2 MSC to osteoblasts was carried out in the presence of rGCase the
levels of pGSK3b (S9) were restored to control levels (Figure 2.7B). Immunofluorescence
images also showed reduced levels of pGSK3b (S9) in GD osteoblasts compared with
control cells, and rescue by rGCase treatment (Figure 2.7C). These data suggest that the
reduced levels of b-catenin in GD osteoblasts may be a consequence of increased activity
of GSK3b.
Taken together, our results suggest that GD osteoblasts have defective Wnt/bcatenin signaling, which may contribute to the defect in GD osteoblast differentiation we
observed.
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Figure 2.7 GSK3b and pGSK3b expression in GD osteoblasts.
Representative immunoblots showing the expression of total GSK3b (A) and
pGSK3b(S9) (B) in control and GD2 osteoblasts that were differentiated from
iPSC-derived MSC in the absence or presence of 0.24 U/ml rGCase.
(C)Representative immunofluorescence images of pGSK3b (S9) (red) in
control and GD2 osteoblasts differentiated in the absence or presence of 0.24
U/ml rGCase. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 10 µm.

2.2.3 Pharmacological

Wnt/b-catenin

activation

rescues

GD

osteoblast

differentiation.
To determine whether pharmacological activation of the Wnt/b-catenin pathway
would restore GD osteoblast differentiation, we tested the effect of CHIR99021 (CHIR), a
potent inhibitor of GSK3b186. As shown in Figure 2.8, when we supplemented the
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osteogenic media with CHIR during differentiation of the mutant MSC to osteoblasts, this
treatment restored ALP enzymatic activity and calcium phosphate deposition. These results
suggest that downregulation of Wnt/b-catenin signaling by mutant GCase may be an
important contributor to the developmental defects of GD osteoblasts. Furthermore, the
functional rescue of GD osteoblasts by CHIR points to the Wnt pathway as a novel
therapeutic target to treat the bone pathology in GD.
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ALP
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Red

Figure 2.8 Pharmacological Wnt activation rescues GD osteoblast bone
deposition.
Control and GD2 iPSC-derived MSC were differentiated to osteoblasts for
3 weeks in the absence or presence of 3 µM CHIR99021 (Stemgent). After
differentiation, the cultures were stained for alkaline phosphatase (upper
panel) or Alizarin red (lower panel). Scale bar, 50 µm.
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2.2.4 Lysosomal depletion in GD iPSC-derived osteoblasts.
As the deposition of bone matrix protein and minerals by osteoblasts is dependent
on lysosomal functions such as exocytosis, we assessed the integrity of the lysosomal
compartment in GD osteoblasts. To this end, we first examined expression of lysosomal
markers, and the activity of lysosomal hydrolases. Immunofluorescence analysis showed
a reduction in expression of the lysosomal membrane protein LAMP1 in GD osteoblasts
compared with control cells, and 5-day treatment of GD osteoblasts with rGCase restored
LAMP1 expression to almost control levels (Figures 2.9A and B). Immunoblot analysis
also showed a reduction in LAMP1 protein levels in GD compared with control osteoblasts
(Figures 2.9C and D).
In addition to lower expression of LAMP1, the enzymatic activities of the
lysosomal hydrolases Cathepsin B, L, D, and Acid Sphingomyelinase (ASM) in GD
osteoblasts were reduced compared to those in control cells (data not shown). These results
show that mutant GCase has deleterious effects on the osteoblast lysosomal compartment
and this is reflected in an impairment of lysosomal exocytosis, a process that is required
for bone deposition.
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Figure 2.9 Lysosomal depletion in GD osteoblasts and rescue by rGCase.
(A) Control and GD2 osteoblasts were incubated in the absence (NT) or presence of 0.24
U/ml rGCase for 5 days. The cultures were then stained with anti-LAMP1 antibody
(green). Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Magnification, ×40. Scale bar, 25 µm. (B)
Quantitation of mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of LAMP1 expression in control and
GD2 osteoblasts. Results are expressed as fold-change with respect to non-treated control
osteoblasts (mean ± SEM, n = 3). ***P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA). ***P < 0.001
between control versus GD2, **P < 0.01 between GD2 versus GD2 + rGCase. (C)
Representative immunoblot showing the expression of LAMP1 in control and GD2
osteoblasts. (D) Quantitation of immunoblot analysis of LAMP1 expression in control
and GD2 osteoblasts; results are expressed as fold-change compared with control
osteoblasts (mean ± SEM, n = 3, *P < 0.05).
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2.3 Discussion
In this study we report that GD iPSC-derived osteoblasts have developmental
defects and lysosomal functional abnormalities that interfere with their bone-forming
ability. While GD iPSC differentiated normally to MSC, there was a substantial
impairment in osteoblastic differentiation. GD iPSC osteoblasts exhibited lower levels of
osteoblast markers including ALP, Col1 and Runx2, and there was a decrease in ALP
enzymatic activity and calcium phosphate deposition. We found that Wnt/ b-catenin
signaling was downregulated in GD osteoblasts, and that pharmacological Wnt activation
rescued osteoblast differentiation. In addition to developmental defects, the mutant cells
had reduced numbers of lysosomes, which were functionally deficient in their ability to
carry out bone deposition. Our results lend support to the idea that normal GCase activity
plays an essential role in the ability of osteoblasts to carry out bone deposition, and further
suggest that the in vitro phenotypes we observed correlate to the skeletal abnormalities
seen in GD patients.
Patients with type 1 GD may present with decreased bone density, osteoporosis,
increased risk of bone fracture, bone crisis and osteonecrosis, and in types 2 and 3 GD there
is growth retardation94,160. The etiology of the skeletal pathology in GD is not well
understood. Maintenance of bone density and integrity is the result of a dynamic interaction
between osteoblasts and osteoclasts187,188. Osteoblasts, the cells primarily responsible for
bone matrix deposition, secrete type I collagen, growth factors and calcium phosphate
mineral complexes, which provide a strong and flexible bone structure. Osteoclasts, which
are derived from myeloid hematopoietic progenitors, carry out bone resorption, secreting
proteases that digest protein matrix, and protons that dissolve bone minerals172. There is in
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vivo evidence that dysfunctional osteoblasts play a major role in GD bone disease. Using a
mouse model in which the Mx1 promoter was used for targeted deletion of GBA1 in
hematopoietic and mesenchymal progenitors, Mistry et al. showed recapitulation of nearly
all of the visceral abnormalities of type 1 GD. The striking bone abnormalities observed
were caused mainly by dysfunctional osteoblasts, while no major contributions from the
bone-resorption activity of osteoclasts were reported131.
To determine whether GD iPSC-derived osteoblasts have developmental defects,
we examined the ability of GD iPSC to differentiate to functional osteoblasts. While mutant
GCase had no effect on the generation of MSC from GD iPSC, further differentiation under
osteogenic conditions showed that mRNA levels of the osteoblast markers ALP and Col1
were reduced, suggesting that the differentiation of GD osteoblasts from MSC was
compromised. Further analysis showed that GD osteoblasts had lower levels of total and
activated β catenin, a major effector of the canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway, and that
excess β catenin degradation may be the result of increased GSK3b kinase activity. As the
canonical Wnt pathway is an important regulator of osteoblast differentiation, our results
suggest that mutant GCase may interfere with differentiation to mature osteoblasts in part
through downregulation of Wnt/b catenin signaling. This conclusion is supported by the
reversal of GD osteoblast phenotype by pharmacological Wnt activation with CHIR, an
inhibitor of GSK3b. Importantly, differentiation of MSC to osteoblasts in the continued
presence of rGCase rescued GD osteoblast differentiation, demonstrating that the intrinsic
developmental defects of GD osteoblasts observed were caused by GCase deficiency. Our
results are in agreement with previous studies carried out in a Zebrafish model of GD165.
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In this system, a truncation in GCase that abolished its enzymatic activity resulted in bone
abnormalities and defects in the Wnt/b-catenin pathway.
Significantly, neuronopathic mutations in GBA1 have been recently found to cause
neurodevelopmental defects by interference with Wnt/b-catenin signaling158. Thus,
downregulation of this pathway may be a common mechanism by which mutant GBA1
interferes with normal development in affected tissues. Future analysis will identify the
precise mechanisms by with mutant GCase impairs Wnt/β-catenin signaling, and how this
contributes to the developmental defects observed. GD osteoblasts also had lower levels of
Runx2, another transcription factor important for osteoblast differentiation174, suggesting
that mutant GCase may interfere with osteoblast differentiation by more than one
mechanism. Taken together, the results from this study, those of our previous work
showing that GD hematopoietic and neuronal progenitors have intrinsic developmental
defects150,158, and recent reports from animal models129,131,165,189,190, strongly suggest that
mutant GBA1 interferes with normal developmental pathways in a number of cell types
affected in GD.
There is considerable evidence that GBA1 deficiency disrupts the lysosomal
compartment. In neurons, mutant GCase interferes with lysosomal biogenesis, there is
accumulation of autophagic vesicles that are unable to fuse with lysosomes151,191-194, and
there is an increase in aggregate-prone proteins such as a-synuclein192,195. This study shows
that GD osteoblasts had reduced numbers of lysosomes, which were defective in their
ability to carry out bone deposition. Taken together, our results suggest that the impaired
bone-forming activity of GD osteoblasts resulted from a combination of incomplete
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differentiation and impaired lysosomal function, and that the abnormalities identified in
this iPSC system are likely to play a role in the skeletal manifestations in GD patients.
ERT with rGCase, which is successfully used to treat GD193, corrects hepatosplenomegalia within 6 months. Although normalization of bone parameters by ERT takes
longer, this treatment results in significant reversal of osteopenia, in particular in younger
patients164, and the risk of osteonecrosis is reduced. In GD patients treated by ERT, the
infused enzyme is removed from circulation within minutes196. This rapid uptake, mostly
by liver parenchyma and Gaucher macrophages, may be one of the reasons that
normalization of bone parameters is much slower than reversal of visceral abnormalities
caused by GCase deficiency. Our results showed that rGCase was very effective in rescuing
bone deposition by GD osteoblasts, suggesting that targeting of rGCase to osteoblasts by
improvements in enzyme delivery197, would be of clinical benefit to treat the bone
abnormalities in GD. Cerezyme, the enzyme preparation used in this study is an rGCase
treated with glycosidases to expose mannose residues on its surface, which facilitates
rGCase uptake by mannose receptors on Gaucher macrophages. Osteoblasts are not
believed to have mannose receptors but they have mannose-6-phosphate receptors198. As
Cerezyme also has exposed mannose-6-phosphate199, binding of this moiety to its receptor
might mediate rGCase entry into osteoblasts. However, preincubation of control or mutant
osteoblasts with either mannan, a polymer of mannose, or with mannose-6-phosphate, did
not block rGCase uptake by these cells (data not shown). The important question of the
mechanism of rGCase uptake by GD osteoblasts will be examined in future studies.
Substrate reduction therapy, used as an alternative to ERT for treatment of type 1
GD also improves skeletal manifestations of GD over time103-105,200. The results of our
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study showing that pharmacologic Wnt activation can rescue bone matrix deposition by
GD osteoblasts, suggest that the Wnt pathway may be a novel druggable target to treat the
bone pathology in GD. Although the pleiotropic effects of the Wnt pathway caution about
potential side effects of Wnt modulators201 some of these agents are now reaching the
clinic. Romosozumab, a monoclonal antibody to the bone-specific Wnt antagonist
sclerostin, is being evaluated in clinical trials for osteoporosis202-204.
In summary, using a GD iPSC system, we found that GD osteoblasts have
developmental defects, which may result from interference of mutant GCase with
canonical Wnt/b-catenin signaling. There was also a reduction in lysosomal numbers and
a greatly reduced deposition of bone matrix protein and mineral. Our results lend support
to the idea that the defective phenotype of GD osteoblasts is likely to contribute to the bone
manifestations observed in GD patients and animal models of GD. This study also points
to the canonical Wnt signaling pathway as a novel therapeutic target to treat the skeletal
abnormalities caused by GD.

2.4 Materials and Methods
iPSC lines. The iPSC from patients with types 1, 2 and 3 GD (GD1a, GD1b, GD2a, GD2b,
GD3a and GD3b), and from control subjects used in this study have been previously
described

6,17

. Their genotypes are: N370S/N370S (GD1a and GD1b), L444P/RecNciI

(GD2a), W184/D409H (GD2b), L444P/L444P (GD3a and GD3b), and WT/WT (Control
MJ).
Generation of multipotent GD iPSC mesenchymal stem cells (MSC). For embryoid
body (EB) formation, iPSC was detached from plates and feeder cells by treatment with
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0.2% dispase. The iPSC was transferred into 6-well, ultra-low attachment plates (Costar)
and cultured for 10 days at 37oC in EB culture medium [DMEM-F12 (Invitrogen), 20%
(v/v) Knockout Serum Replacement (Invitrogen), non-essential amino acid (NEAA), 1 mM
L-glutamine and 0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol]. To initiate MSC differentiation, EBs were
transferred to culture plates coated with 0.1% w/v gelatin and maintained in MSC culture
medium [high glucose DMEM (Invitrogen), 20% FBS (Hyclone), 1 mM L-glutamine and
100 U/ml Pen/Strep (Invitrogen)]. Stromal cells surrounding the flattened EBs were visible
after 3 days in adherent culture. Media was changed every other day for 10 to 15 days, and
the cells were expanded in MSC media at 50% confluency. Cells were cultured for five
passages, at which stage the MSC cultures had uniform morphology and expressed MSCspecific markers. MSC were then either differentiated to osteoblasts or cryopreserved until
use.

Differentiation of GD iPSC-MSC to osteoblasts. iPSC-derived MSC were seeded on
culture plates at 2 x 104 cells/cm2 in MSC media. A day after seeding, cells were cultured
in osteoblast differentiation media [MSC media supplemented with 10 mM bglycerophosphate (Sigma), 100 µM dexamethasone (Sigma) and 50 µg/ml ascorbic acid
(Sigma)]. Media was changed every other day and cells were passaged upon attaining 90%
confluency. The cells were cultured in osteoblast media for 3-4 weeks.

Antibodies. Markers for MSC characterization were APC- or FITC-conjugated mouse
anti-CD44 (Cat No. 550989), anti-CD29 (Cat No. 559883), anti-HLA-ABC (Cat No.
560168), and anti-CD45 (Cat No. 550566) from BD Bioscience (San Jose, CA). The
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primary antibodies used for immunofluorescence and Western blotting were: LAMP1
(H4A3 from University of Iowa Developmental Hybridoma Bank); GSK3b (Cat No.
12456), pGSK3b-Ser9 (Cat No.9323), and non-phosphorylated (Active) b-catenin (Cat No.
8814) were from Cell Signaling; GBA1 (Cat No. WH0002629M1, Sigma), total b-catenin
(Cat No. sc-7199, Santa Cruz). The secondary antibodies DyLight 488- or 549-conjugated
mouse

or

rabbit

immunoglobulin-specific

antibodies

were

from

Jackson

InmmunoResearch Laboratories (West Grove).

Flow cytometry for marker analysis.

iPSC-derived MSC were fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde, washed, and incubated in blocking buffer consisting of phosphatebuffered saline (PBS), human IgG (1mg/ml, Sigma), 8% FBS and 0.01% sodium azide.
Cells were then incubated with the indicated antibodies in buffer containing PBS, 0.2%
saponin, 8% FBS and 0.01% sodium azide, washed, and kept at 4oC until FACS analysis.
Data were acquired by flow cytometry using a BD LSRII Flow cytometer and analyzed
using Flowjo software (Tree Star Inc., Ashland, OR).

Real time PCR. Control and GD iPSC-derived MSC in 12 well plates were cultured in
osteoblast differentiation media for 3 weeks in duplicate wells. mRNA was isolated using
a Qiagen kit, and cDNA was synthesized using the iScript kit (Bio-Rad). Gene expression
quantification was achieved by qPCR (7900 HT: Applied Biosystems) using the SYBR
Green method. The relative mRNA expression of each gene tested was normalized to the
values of GAPDH mRNA for each reaction. The primers used are listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Primers used for qRT-PCR
Gene

Primer Sequence

hALP - F
hALP - R

5’-ACGTGGCTAAGAATGTCATC-3’
5’-CTGGTAGGCGATGTCCTTA-3’

hCol1 - F

5’-ATCCAGCTGACCTTCCTGCG-3’

hCol1 - R

5’-TCGAAGCCGAATTCCTGGTCT-3’

hRunx2 - F

5’-GTGACGAGTTGGCTGACC-3’
5’-GGTTTAGAGTCATCAAGCTTCTGTCT-3’

hRunx2 - R

Alizarin red stain. Control and GD iPSC-derived MSC were differentiated to osteoblasts
on chamber slides for 21 days. Staining for mineral deposit was done using Alizarin red
0.5% v/v aqueous solution adjusted to pH 4.3 (Sigma), for half an hour at room
temperature, followed by 3 washes with water. The chambers were removed and slides
were allowed to dry.

Alkaline phosphatase stain. Control and GD iPSC-derived MSC were differentiated to
osteoblasts on chamber slides for 21 days and stained for alkaline phosphatase (ALP) using
a SigmaFast BCIP/NBT tablet (Sigma Cat No. B5655) dissolved in water for 10 minutes
at 37 °C.

Immunocytochemistry. For marker expression analysis, osteoblasts were plated on
chamber slides for 4-5 days. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, blocked (8%FBS
in PBS) and incubated for 1 hour with the indicated primary antibodies or matching isotype
controls, followed by 1 hour incubation with secondary antibodies. Cell nuclei were labeled
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using DAPI-containing mounting medium (Vectashield: Vector Laboratories Cat No. H1200).

Recombinant GCase treatment. Recombinant human GCase (rGCase) (Cerezyme®,
Genzyme, Cambridge, MA) was added to the cultures at a concentration of 0.24 U/mL for
the indicated times, and replenished with each media change. Cerezyme was obtained from
patient infusion remnants.

Western Blot analysis. Cells were lysed directly in SDS sample buffer and analyzed by
Western blot using specific antibodies as previously described 17.

Statistical analysis. Data were analyzed using Prism software version 4.0c (GraphPad
Software). The significance of differences was assessed using two-tailed unpaired
Student’s t-tests or one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey Posttest to compare different
groups, as appropriate. The confidence level for significance was 95%.
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CHAPTER 3: ALTERED DIFFERENTIATION POTENTIAL OF GAUCHER
DISEASE IPSC-NEURONAL PROGENITORS DUE TO WNT/b -CATENIN
DOWNREGULATION2
3.1 Introduction for Chapter 3
Gaucher disease (GD) is an inherited disorder caused by bi-allelic mutations in the
GBA1 gene, which encodes the lysosomal enzyme GCase53. Reduced GCase activity
results in accumulation of GlcCer and GlcSph in liver, spleen, bone marrow and nervous
system30,154,205. Clinically, patients with severe mutations develop a broad range of
neurological manifestations that vary in onset and severity37. Neuronopathic GD subtypes
(types 2 and 3 GD) are characterized by neuronal loss and degeneration in various areas of
the brain including cerebral cortex, hypothalamus, cerebellum and midbrain157,206. Type 3
GD exhibits subacute, slow progressive course, while type 2 GD develops rapid and
extensive neuronal loss leading to early child death due to neurodegeneration that starts
during gestation82,207-209. GBA1 mutation is also the most frequent genetic risk factor for
PD 210,211.
Using GD mouse models and patient-derived iPSC, it has been shown that GBA1
mutant neurons exhibit lysosomal alterations, defective autophagic clearance,
accumulation of protein aggregates, and increased vulnerability to cell death151,193-195,212.
We further showed that autophagy lysosomal pathway alterations in GD are due to
deregulation TFEB151, the master regulator of lysosomal biogenesis and autophagy213,214.
In addition to the essential role of the autophagy lysosomal pathway in the survival of postmitotic neurons, this system plays a direct role in neuronal development and differentiation

2

Awad O, Panicker LM, Deranieh RM, Srikanth MP, Brown RA, Voit A, Peesay T, Park TS,
Zambidis ET, Feldman RA. Stem Cell Reports. 2017 Dec 12;9(6):1853-1867.
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through subcellular remodeling215,216. Moreover, recent reports showing that the
endolysosomal compartment modulates canonical Wnt/b-catenin signaling217,218, further
suggest that this compartment may also regulate neuronal development through direct
interaction with neurodevelopmental signaling cascades.
The canonical Wnt/β-catenin pathway is a highly conserved developmental
pathway that plays a key role in neuronal development219,220. Wnt ligands are secreted
glycoproteins that bind to Frizzled receptor and LRP5/6 co-receptors on target cells221. Wnt
receptor binding prevents β-catenin association with its destruction complex, which
consists of glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β), adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) and
axis inhibition protein (AXIN). This prevents β-catenin phosphorylation by GSK3β, and
its subsequent degradation by the proteasome185,186. It has been proposed that sequestration
of GSK3β into the endolysosomal compartment stabilizes β-catenin, allowing its
translocation to the nucleus222. In the nucleus, β-catenin associates with TCF/LEF
transcription factors to activate Wnt target genes, many of which regulate the survival,
proliferation, and differentiation of neuronal stem/progenitor cells223,224. Wnt/β-catenin
signaling is important for brain development as well as maintaining neuronal functions
during adulthood220,225. Several Wnt family members also play a critical role in embryonic
midbrain dopaminergic (DA) neurogenesis by regulating the survival, proliferation, and
fate commitment of DA precursors226,227.
In this study we used GD iPSCs to investigate whether in addition to deregulating
lysosomal functions151, neuronopathic GBA1 mutations would affect the developmental
potential of neuronal stem cells. We found that severe bi-allelic mutations in GBA1
interfered with Wnt/β-catenin signaling resulting in a dramatic decrease in the survival of
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DA progenitors. Consistent with mutant GBA1 interference with Wnt signaling, GD NPCs
also exhibited reduced expression of hindbrain progenitor markers, and an increased
expression of forebrain progenitor markers. This mechanism highlights the requirement for
normal GCase activity during early stages of neuronal development, and points to the
Wnt/β-catenin pathway as a potential therapeutic target for nGD. In this section, the data
for figures 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5 were generated by me, while I contributed to the figures 3.3 and
3.6.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Generation of GD iPSC-derived neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs).
In this study we used previously described control and GD iPSC lines that were
derived from two neuronopathic type 2 GD patients harboring the bi-allelic mutations
L444P/RecNciI and W184R/D409H (GD2), two neuronopathic type 3 patients with
L444P/L444P mutations (GD3), and a non-neuronopathic type 1 GD patient carrying
N370S/N370S mutations (GD1)148-150. To generate NPCs from control and GD mutant
iPSC lines we followed our previously described protocol151 illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Briefly, iPSC-derived neuronal rosettes expressing neuronal stem cell markers SOX1 and
PAX6 (Figure 3.2A) were manually picked and expanded in culture. The resulting NPC
population from both, control and GD mutant iPSC lines expressed similar levels of
MUSASHI and SOX1 (Figure 3.2B). As shown in Figures 3.2C and 3.2D, GCase protein
levels and enzymatic activity was decreased in neuronopathic NPCs, and incubation with
rGCase resulted in significant increase in GCase activity in mutant cells.
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iPSC

Embryoid bodies

Neuronal Rosettes

Neurons

Neuronal
Progenitor Cells
(NPCs)

Figure 3.1 Generation of iPSC derived NPCs and neurons.
Outline of differentiation steps showing phase images of iPSC, embryoid bodies, neuronal
rosettes and NPCs. The NPCs are expanded in culture and can be differentiated to
neurons.
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Figure 3.2 Characterization of iPSCs-derived neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs).
A) Top panel, representative immunofluorescence images of control iPSC neuronal
rosettes stained for neuronal stem cell markers SOX1, NESTIN and PAX6 using specific
antibodies. Nuclei were labeled with DAPI (blue). Magnification, 10x; scale bar, 100
µm. Lower panel, immunofluorescence staining for SOX1 (green) and PAX6 (red) in
NSCs, which were picked and expanded from neuronal rosettes. Magnification, 20x;
scale bar, 50 µm. B) Representative immunofluorescence images of control and GD2
NPCs labeled with antibodies against MUSASHI (green), NESTIN (red) and SOX1
(green) as indicated. Nuclei were labeled with DAPI (blue). Magnification, 20x; scale
bar, 50 µm. C) Immunofluorescence images of GCase expression (green) in control and
GD2 NPCs. Nuclei were labeled with DAPI (blue). Magnification, 40x; scale bar, 50
µm. D) GCase enzyme activity assayed in protein lysates from control, GD2, and GD3
NPCs. Cells were either left untreated, or were treated with 0.24 U/ml rGCase for 5 days.
Data represent fold-GCase activity relative to untreated control, as measured by
fluorescence plate reader in duplicate wells (compiled data are repeats from two GD2
and two GD3 patients). Bars represent average + SEM. **p<0.005 between indicated
groups as assessed by One-way ANOVA
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3.2.2 Downregulation of canonical Wnt signaling in neuronopathic GD NPCs.
To investigate the effect of GBA1 mutations on Wnt/b-catenin signaling we
examined levels of b-catenin, the key mediator of canonical Wnt signaling, in GD vs.
control NPCs. As shown in Figure 3.3A, immunofluorescence images showed a noticeable
decrease in b-catenin expression in GD2 and GD3 NPCs compared to controls. Incubation
with rGCase increased b-catenin expression in GD2 and GD3 NPCs, demonstrating that
this phenotype is caused by GCase deficiency. To determine whether the decreased bcatenin level in mutant NPCs was due to decreased protein stability, we treated control and
mutant cells with a proteasome inhibitor (PSI). As shown in Figure 3.3B, PSI treatment
did not significantly change total b-catenin levels in control NPCs, but it markedly
increased those in GD2 and GD3 cells. We then examined the levels of active b-catenin
(unphosphorylated form) and found that in GD2 NPCs, active b-catenin levels were
significantly decreased compared to control NPCs, as assessed by immunofluorescence
staining and immunoblot analysis (Figures 3.3C and 3.3E). Western blot analysis showed
that incubation with PSI also restored active b-catenin expression in GD2 NPCs to control
levels, suggesting that active b-catenin in the mutant cells is destabilized by proteasomal
degradation (Figure 3.3D). To determine whether active b-catenin levels in mutant cells
can be restored by pharmacological Wnt/b-catenin activators, we treated control and GD
NPCs with the GSK3b inhibitor CHIR, which prevents b-catenin destruction. As shown
in Figure 3.3E, treatment with CHIR stabilized active b-catenin in GD NPCs, increasing
its expression to a level similar to that in control cells. rGCase treatment also upregulated
active b-catenin levels in GD NPCs (Figure 3.3E). We conclude that in neuronopathic GD
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NPCs, Wnt/b-catenin signaling is likely downregulated due to increased b-catenin
degradation by the proteasome, and that both, exogenous Wnt activation and rGCase
treatment can stabilize b-catenin.
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Figure 3.3 Decreased b-catenin level in neuronopathic GD NPCs.
A) Representative immunofluorescence images of control, GD3 and GD2 NPCs stained
with anti-b-catenin antibody (green), and with DAPI (blue). Cells were either left untreated
or were treated with 0.24 U/ml rGCase for 5 days. Magnification 20x; scale bar, 100 µm.
B) Representative immunofluorescence images of control, GD3, and GD2 NPCs stained
with anti-b-catenin antibodies (green), and with DAPI (blue). Cells were either left
untreated, or were treated with proteaseome inhibitor (PSI) for 18 hours. Magnification
40x; scale bar, 75 µm. C) Representative immunofluorescence images of control and GD2
NPCs stained with anti-active b-catenin antibodies (green), and with DAPI (blue).
Magnification 20x; scale bar, 100 µm. D) Representative Western blot showing active bcatenin level in control and GD2 NPCs that were either left untreated, or were treated with
PSI for 18 hours as indicated. b-actin was used as a loading control. E) Representative
Western blot showing active b-catenin level in control and GD2 NPCs. Cells were either
left untreated, treated with rGCase for 5 days, or were treated with the Wnt activator CHIR
for 3 days as indicated. b-actin was used as a loading control. Bar graph below represents
quantitation of active b-catenin level in NPCs with and without treatment. Data represent
average ±SEM, n = 3-4 per group (compiled data are repeats from one GD2 patient).
*p<0.05 between untreated GD2 and all groups as assessed by One-way ANOVA
3.2.3 Decreased level of pGSK3b (S9) in neuronopathic GD NPCs.
GSK3β, the major negative regulator of Wnt signaling is a constitutively active
kinase that phosphorylates b-catenin, triggering its degradation by the proteasome. The
activity of GSK3b is negatively regulated by inhibitory phosphorylation on Ser 9, which
stabilizes β-catenin by preventing its degradation184,185. To investigate the mechanism of
excess b-catenin degradation in GD NPCs we examined expression of both total GSK3b
and pGSK3b (S9). Western blot analysis showed no noticeable difference in total GSK3β
protein level between control and mutant NPCs (Figure 3.4A, upper panel). However, both
the levels and subcellular localization of inhibitory pGSK3b (S9) were different in GD
NPCs compared to control cells. Western blot analysis showed significant decrease in
pGSK3b (S9) levels in neuronopathic GD NPCs compared to control cells (Figure 3.4A,
middle and lower panels). As shown in Figure 3.4B, immunofluorescence analysis using
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an antibody against pGSK3b (S9) also showed marked decrease in inhibitory pGSK3b (S9)
signal in GD2 NPCs compared to controls. While control NPCs exhibited bright, punctate
pGSK3b (S9) signal clustered in the supranuclear region, the pGSK3b (S9) signal in GD2
NPCs was weak and diffuse in the cytoplasm (Figure 3.4B insets). Treatment of GD2
NPCs with rGCase upregulated pGSK3b (S9) signal intensity and restored its punctate
appearance in these cells (Figure 3.4B). We conclude that mutant GBA1 interferes with
both the activity and subcellular distribution of GSK3b.
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Figure 3.4 Decreased pGSK3β(S9) levels in neuronopathic GD NPCs.
A) Representative Western blot showing levels of total GSK3β (upper panel) and
pGSK3β(S9) (middle panel) in control and neuronopathic GD NPCs. b-actin was used as
a loading control. Bar graph in lower panel represents quantitation of pGSK3β(S9) levels
in control, GD2, and GD3 NPCs. Data represent average ±SEM, n = 3-4 per group
(compiled data are repeats from two GD2 and two GD3 patients). **p<0.005 between
control and GD2, and *p<0.05 between control and GD3. B) Representative
immunofluorescence images for pGSK3β(S9) (green) and DAPI (blue) staining in control
and GD2 NPCs. Cells were either left untreated, or were treated with rGCase for 5 days.
Magnification 40x; scale bar, 75 µm. Inset is an enlargement of an image area from
untreated NPCs showing pGSK3β (S9) punctuated appearance in control but not in GD2
NPCs. Magnification 40x; scale bar, 25 µm.
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3.2.4 Decreased co-localization of pGSK3b (S9) with lysosomes in neuronopathic GD
NPCs.
It has been proposed that the endolysosomal compartment is involved in positive
regulation of Wnt/b-catenin signaling through GSK3b sequestration. Upon Wnt
activation, GSK3b has been shown to be sequestered into endolysosomal vesicles known
as multivesicular bodies (MVBs), thus protecting b-catenin from degradation217. We
previously demonstrated lysosomal depletion and autophagy block in neuronopathic but
not in non-neuronopathic GD iPSC-derived differentiated neurons. These alterations were
linked to downregulation of TFEB151, the master regulator of lysosomal biogenesis and
autophagy213.
To determine if lysosomal alterations in GD NPCs were involved in Wnt
deregulation, we examined co-localization of pGSK3b (S9) with LAMP1 by
immunofluorescence imaging. We found that in control NPCs, the punctuated
pGSK3β(S9) fluorescence signal overlapped with LAMP1 staining almost completely
(Figure 3.5A), indicating that in control NPCs, pGSK3b (S9) co-localizes with lysosomes.
In striking contrast, GD2 NPCs exhibited weak LAMP1 signal and decreased pGSK3β(S9)
co-localization with LAMP1 (Figure 3.5A). Treatment with rGCase upregulated LAMP1
expression, restored pGSK3β(S9) punctuated pattern, and increased pGSK3β(S9)/LAMP1
signal co-localization (Figure 3.5A). Figure 3.5B shows quantitation of fluorescence
signal intensity, which reflected significant decrease in LAMP1 (Figure 3.5B, upper
panel), and decreased pGSK3β(S9)/LAMP1 co-localization signal in GD NPCs compared
to control cells (Figure 3.5B, lower panel). GD NPCs treatment with rGCase significantly
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increased LAMP1 fluorescence intensity and co-localization of pGSK3β(S9) with LAMP1
(Figure 3.5B).
Treatment with the mTOR inhibitor Torin has been shown to upregulate lysosomal
biogenesis thorough TFEB activation214. Torin treatment markedly upregulated LAMP1
expression and induced a marked increase in active b-catenin levels in GD2 NPCs, and had
a smaller effect in control cells (data not shown). Thus, increasing lysosomal biogenesis in
the mutant cells by either Torin treatment (data not shown), or by incubation with
recombinant GCase (Figure 3.5), appeared to be sufficient to stabilize active b-catenin.
Taken together, our data suggest that a dysfunctional endolysosomal compartment in GD
NPCs may contribute to b-catenin destabilization, thus interfering with canonical Wnt
signaling.
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Figure 3.5 Decreased pGSK3β(S9) association with the lysosomes in
neuronopathic GD NPCs.
A) Representative immunofluorescence images for pGSK3β(S9) (green), LAMP1
(red), and DAPI (blue) staining in control and GD2 NPCs with and without rGCase
treatment for 5 days. The overlay panels show co-localization of pGSK3β(S9) signal
with LAMP1-labeled lysosomes. Magnification 40x; scale bar, 75 µm. Inset is an
enlargement of an area in each overlay panel showing co-localization of pGSK3β(S9)
with LAMP1 in control NPCs, and in untreated or rGCase-treated GD2 NPCs.
Magnification 40x; scale bar, 25 µm. B) Top graph, quantification of LAMP1
fluorescence signal intensity in GD2 NPCs with and without rGCase treatment. Data
presented as fold-signal intensity relative to control NPCs.
Bottom graph,
LAMP1/pGSK3β(S9) co-localization fluorescence signal intensity in GD2 NPCs with
and without rGCase treatment. Data presented as fold-signal intensity relative to
control NPCs. Average fluorescence intensity was measured in >100 cells/group
assayed in at least 4 independent high-power fields. n = 3 per group (compiled data are
repeats from one GD2 patient). Bars represent average + SEM. **p<0.005 between
GD2 and both control and GD2/rGCase as assessed by One-way ANOVA.
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3.2.5 Skewed anterior-posterior (A-P) axial identity of GD NPCs.
We also examined the A-P axial identity of the NPC population, which has been
shown to be regulated by endogenous Wnt activity, both in vivo and in vitro228-231.
Immunofluorescence analysis using antibodies to regional specific markers showed that
GD2 NPCs exhibited a marked decrease in both, the hindbrain/spinal cord NPC marker
HOXB4, and the midbrain NPC marker EN1, consistent with low Wnt activity (Figure
3.6A). On the other hand, expression of the forebrain NPC marker, FOXG1, which is not
dependent on high Wnt activity, was markedly increased in GD2 compared to control
NPCs (Figure 3.6A). qRT-PCR analysis of A-P gene expression confirmed the
downregulation of posterior hindbrain markers (HOXB4 and HOXC4) and the upregulation
of anterior forebrain markers (FOXG2 and SIX3) in GD NPCs (Figure 3.6B). Incubation
of GD NPCs with CHIR resulted in increased HOXB4 and EN1 expression (Figure 3.6C),
showing that exogenous Wnt activation resulted in a GD NPC population with a more
posteriorized pattern of regional identity. These results further suggest that GBA1 mutation
interferes with endogenous Wnt signaling, which skews the A-P identity of the mutant
NPC population. Furthermore, the loss in DA progenitors resulted in reduced dopaminergic
differentiation which could be rescued either by treatment with CHIR or rGCase (data not
shown).
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Figure 3.6 Analysis of anterior-posterior marker expression in control and
GD2 NPCs.
A) Representative immunofluorescence images from control (Top panel) and
GD2 (lower panel) NPCs that were labeled with either anti-HOXB4, anti-EN1
or anti-FOXG1 antibodies as indicated. Also shown are the corresponding
DAPI-labeled nuclei for each panel. Magnification 20x; scale bar, 100 µm. B)
qRT-PCR analysis of the hindbrain/spinal cord markers HOXB4 and HOXC4,
and the forebrain markers FOXG1 and SIX3 in control and GD2 NPCs. Data
represent fold-change relative to control. ***p<0.0001 between control and
GD2 as assessed by unpaired Student’s t-test. Error bars are ±SEM, n = 3 per
group (compiled data from two GD2 patients). C) Representative
immunofluorescence images from GD2 NPCs that were labeled with either antiHOXB4 (top 4 panels) or anti-EN1 (lower 4 panels) antibodies. Before
immunofluorescence staining, the cultures were either left untreated or were
treated with 3µM CHIR for ten days as indicated. Also shown are the
corresponding DAPI-labeled nuclei. Magnification 20x; scale bar, 100 µm.
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3.3 Discussion
In this study we report downregulation of Wnt/b-catenin signaling in rosettederived neuronopathic GD NPCs along with a potential mechanism involving the endolysosomal system. We found that in GD NPCs, the expression of both total and active form
of b-catenin was lower compared to the WT cells. This was attributed to the active
degradation of b-catenin in mutant NPCs since its expression could be restored upon
incubation with a proteasomal inhibitor. In addition, b-catenin expression could be rescued
by incubation with recombinant GCase or Wnt activator, CHIR. This suggests that the
downregulation of canonical Wnt pathway is due to decreased b-catenin stability which
can be rescued by exogenous Wnt modulation or functional GCase.
It has been reported that the endolysosomal compartment positively regulates Wnt
signaling by sequestering GSK3β inside MVBs, thus diminishing the cytosolic availability
of the β-catenin destruction complex217. In GD NPCs, we detected reduced co-localization
of pGSK3β with lysosomes, perhaps as a consequence of the lysosomal depletion caused
by mutant GBA1. We also found that increasing lysosomal biogenesis by either mTOR
inhibition or by incubation with rGCase increased the levels of active β catenin in the
mutant NPCs. Thus, reduced sequestration of GSK3β by a defective endolysosomal
compartment in the mutant cells may result in increased β-catenin degradation and
attenuation of the canonical Wnt signal. A similar mechanism of Wnt signal
downregulation was recently reported in studies showing that diminished TFEB levels in
AMPK-deficient EBs compromise the endolysosomal system, which in turn blunts Wnt
signaling232. In our studies, treatment of the GD mutant cells with rGCase restored the
endolysosomal compartment, increased GSK3β co-localization with lysosomes, and
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rescued Wnt activation and DA generation. Further analysis is required to ascertain the
contribution of lysosomal alterations in GD NPCs to Wnt signal attenuation and impaired
neurogenesis.
Analysis of post-mortem brains from neuronopathic GD patients shows widespread
neurodegeneration in the cerebral cortex, hypothalamus, midbrain and cerebellum157,206.
There

is

also

prominent

gliosis,

infiltration

of

Gaucher

macrophages

and

neuroinflammation156,157,206,233, indicative of the involvement of multiple cell types in the
neuropathology of GD. As the Wnt/β-catenin pathway regulates neuronal progenitors in
different areas of the brain228,229,234-236, it is possible that Wnt downregulation by mutant
GBA1 may interfere with development of various regional neuronal subtypes. This idea is
supported by the finding that in the GBA1 mutant NPC population, not only were midbrain
DA progenitors depleted, but also hindbrain/spinal cord progenitors, which are also
dependent on high Wnt activity. On the other hand, forebrain progenitors, which require
low Wnt activity, were highly abundant in mutant NPCs. Furthermore, exogenous Wnt
activation by CHIR resulted in phenotypic rescue, with reversal of the mutant NPC
population to a more posteriorized pattern of regional identity. These findings are
consistent with previous reports demonstrating that establishment of the anterior-posterior
axis in the developing brain is controlled by a gradient of Wnt signaling activity228-231. We
should note, however, that while iPSC models of diseases that are manifest in utero or
shortly after birth are powerful tools to identify potential early developmental
abnormalities, the results of this study cannot be extrapolated to GD pathogenesis in vivo
and only point to future areas of inquiry. Thus, whether the Wnt downregulation uncovered
in this neuronopathic GD iPSC model reflects pathological mechanisms of GBA1-
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associated neurodegeneration will require further analysis.
In summary, this study describes a mechanism by which severe mutations in GBA1
cause neurodevelopmental defects by interfering with Wnt/b-catenin signaling. Our
finding that pharmacological Wnt activation can restore the developmental potential of GD
NPCs suggests that early therapeutic intervention, before neuronal progenitors have been
significantly depleted, may be a promising strategy to ameliorate neuronopathic GD.

3.4 Materials and Methods
Generation of iPSC-neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs). All the control and GD iPSC
lines used in this study have been previously described148,149. The GD iPSC lines were
derived from two acute neuronopathic type 2 GD patients harboring the bi-allelic mutations
L444P/RecNciI and W184R/D409H (GD2), two neuronopathic type 3 GD patients with
L444P/L444P mutations (GD3), and one non-neuronopathic type 1 GD patient with
N370S/N370S mutations (GD1). The analysis was carried out using two clones from each
GD2 donor, one clone from each GD3 donor and one clone from GD1. iPSCs were cultured
on irradiated MEFs as we previously described148. To generate neuronal progenitors from
iPSCs we followed our previously described protocol151. Briefly, iPSC-derived embryoid
bodies were grown in Matrigel-coated plates (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and
differentiated into neuronal rosettes. Neuronal rosettes were manually picked, dissociated
using StemProÒ Accutase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Halethorpe MD), and expanded in
Neurobasal medium (Cat No. 21103049, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) containing 1X
(Vol/Vol) MEM non-essential amino acids (Cat No. 11140-050, Life Technologies), 1X
(Vol/Vol) GlutaMAX-I CTS (Cat No. 35050-061, Life Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) B27
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supplement

(Cat

No.

17504-044,

Life

Technologies),

1X

(Vol/Vol)

penicillin/streptomycin, and 20 ng/mL bFGF (Stemgent, Lexington, MA). NPCs were
maintained in culture at high density (>80%) with media change every other day.

Immunofluorescence analysis. NPCs were plated on Matrigel coated chamber slides
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). NPCs were fixed in 4% (Vol/Vol) paraformaldehyde for 15
minutes and blocked in PBS containing 8% FBS (Vol/Vol) for 1 hour. Primary antibodies
or isotype controls were diluted in PBS containing 2 mg/mL saponin and incubated for 2
hours at room temperature, or at 4°C overnight, followed by 1-hour incubation with the
corresponding fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibodies. Table 3.1 lists all the
primary antibodies that were used. The secondary antibodies were: DyLight 488- or 594conjugated mouse or rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA);
and Alexa fluor 488-, or 594-conjugated mouse or rabbit (Life Technologies), all at 1:200
dilution. DAPI-containing mounting medium (Vectashield; Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA) was used to visualize cell nuclei. For some experiments, NPCs were
treated with CHIR99021 (3 µM) (Stemgent) for 3 days, with proteasome inhibitor ClastoLactacystin β-lactone (0.5 mg/mL) (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor MI) for 18 hours, or
with recombinant human GCase (0.24 U/mL) (Cerezyme®, Genzyme, Cambridge, MA)
for 5 days. Cerezyme was obtained from patient infusion remnants.
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Table 3.1 Primary antibodies used for Immunofluorescence staining

Antibody

Working
Dilution

Supplier/ Catalog Number

SOX1

1:200

Millipore AB15766

NESTIN

1:200

BD Transduction Laboratories 611658

PAX6

1:100

Millipore MAB5552

MUSASHI1

1:200

eBioscience, 14-9896-82

GBA

1:100

Sigma Aldrich WH0002629M1

LAMP1

1:200

DSHB H4A3

ENGRAIL1 (EN1)

1:10

DHSB 4G11

HOXB4

1:10

DHSB I12

FOXG1

1:500

Abcam, ab 18259

β-Catenin

1:200

Santa Cruz Biotech sc-7199

Non-phospho (active) β-catenin

1:100

Cell Signaling mAb 8814

Phospho-GSK-3β (Ser9)

1:200

Cell Signaling mAb 9323

GCase assay. GCase enzyme activity was assayed in NPCs lysate using fluorescenceconjugated substrate, as previously described148,151

Western blot analysis. Cell lysates of NPCs were prepared using RIPA buffer with
protease inhibitor (Roche) and phosphatase inhibitors (Pierce) followed by sonication. Cell
lysates were denatured in SDS-loading buffer at 95°C for 5 min, loaded onto a 4-20%
polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules CA) for electrophoresis. Gels were transferred to a
PVDF membrane (Millipore). The membranes were blocked with 5% BSA and probed
with the following antibodies as indicated: LAMP1 (DSHB, Cat. No. H4A3), non-phospho
(active) β-catenin (Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 8814), phospho-GSK-3β (Ser9) (Cell
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Signaling, Cat. No. 9323), GSK-3β (Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 12456), or b-Actin (Cell
Signaling, Cat. No. 4967), followed by incubation with the corresponding HRP-conjugated
secondary antibodies. Blots were developed using a chemiluminescence kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and visualized using Chemi-doc system (Bio-Rad). Bands were
quantitated and analyzed using ImageJ software (NIH).

Real-Time PCR. For gene expression analysis, mRNA was isolated form control and GD2
NPCs using RNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD), and cDNA was synthesized
using the iScript kit (Bio-Rad). Gene expression was determined by quantitative PCR
(7900 HT; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) in duplicate or triplicate wells using the
SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The relative mRNA expression
of each gene tested was normalized to the values of GAPDH mRNA for each reaction, and
then normalized to the mRNA levels for the corresponding genes (2ˆ(–delta delta CT)).
Table 3.2 lists the sequence for all primers used in this study.

Imaging. Fluorescence images were captured using an inverted Nikon Eclipse TE-2000
microscope with Nikon Imaging Systems (NIS)-Elements AR 3.0 collection software, or
upright Nikon Eclipse E-800 microscope with SPOT Imaging Systems. High-resolution
images were captured using Zeiss LSM-510 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) and an
AxioCam digital microscope camera or DMi8 Leica fluorescence microscope with Leica
Application Suite X software. Fluorescence intensity was measured using ImageJ software
with RGB analysis plugin.
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Table 3.2 Sequence of qRT-PCR primers used in this study
Gene

Primer

FOXG1-F

5′-CCCGTCAATGACTTCGCAGA-

FOXG1-R

5′-GTCCCGTCGTAAAACTTGGC-3′

HOXB4-F

5′-ACGTGAGCACGGTAAACCCCAA-3′

HOXB4-R

5′-ATTCCTTCTCCAGCTCCAAGACCT-3

HOXC4-F

5′-TTCACGTTAGCACGGTGAAC-3′

HOXC4-R

5′-GACTTTGGTGTTGGGGAGTC-3′

SIX3-F
SIX3-R

5′-ACCGGCCTCACTCCCACACA-3′
5′-CGCTCGGTCCAATGGCCTGG-3′

GAPDH-F

5′-CAAGATCATCACGAATGCCTC-3′

GAPDH-R

5′-GCATGGACTGTGGTCATGAGTC-3′

Statistical analysis. Data presented were compiled from independent experiments using
iPSC that were derived from two type 2 GD patients and two type 3 GD patients, referred
to as GD2 and GD3, respectively (as indicated in each corresponding figure legend).
Results are expressed as mean ±SEM. Data were analyzed using One-way ANOVA
followed by Tukey's or Bonferroni post-test to determine statistical differences between
multiple groups. Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-tests were used for comparison between
two groups when appropriate. P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. The
confidence level for significance was 95%. Data were analyzed using Prism software
version 4.0c (GraphPad Software).
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CHAPTER 4: GLUCOSYLSPHINGOSINE-MEDIATED MTOR ACTIVATION
DEREGULATES LYSOSOMAL COMPARTMENT IN GAUCHER DISEASE
NEURONS3
4.1 Introduction to Chapter 4
Neurodegeneration is a common outcome of most sphingolipidosis, but the
mechanisms involved are not completely understood. There are several theories for the
neuronal loss including dysfunctional lysosomes causing abnormal accumulation of
macromolecules or protein aggregates, mitochondrial dysfunction, altered calcium
homeostasis, reduced ATP production driving cells to an energy deficit state, creation of
an inflammatory environment by glial cells (astrogliosis) and aberrant myelination of
neurons.
Our laboratory has previously shown that GD-iPSC derived neurons exhibit
lysosomal depletion and defects in autophagic flux. This was attributed to decreased
expression and stability of TFEB, a master regulator of the autophagy-lysosomal pathway
in neuronopathic GD (nGD) neurons151. The activity of TFEB depends on its subcellular
localization, which is mediated by phosphorylation status. TFEB is phosphorylated by the
mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) kinase237. mTOR is a highly conserved, 295kDa,
serine/threonine kinase that exists in two distinct complexes: mTORC1 and mTORC2.
While the main function of mTORC1 is to modulate protein synthesis, cell growth, and
regulate the autophagy-lysosomal pathway, the mTORC2 is responsible for survival,
migration and cytoskeletal reorganization. mTORC1 behaves as a nutrient sensor and
responds to growth factor stimulation, cellular nutrient and energy status. Under high

3

Srikanth MP, Jones JW, Kane M, Awad O, Park TS, Zambidis ET, Feldman RA.
(In preparation for submission)
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nutrient conditions, mTORC1 is activated by mTOR translocation to the lysosomal
membrane. mTORC1 phosphorylates its substrates including ribosomal protein S6 and the
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1 (4EBP1; also known as
EIF4EBP1), TFEB as well as unc-51-like kinase 1 (ULK1), a protein involved in
autophagy. These phosphorylation events either activate or inactivate the substrate,
resulting in protein and lipid synthesis, and inhibition of lysosomal biogenesis and
autophagy238,239.
We have recently reported hyperactivation of mTOR in GD NPCs and neurons240.
mTOR hyperactivation in nGD NPCs and neurons was prevented by incubation with GCS
inhibitors, suggesting that elevated glycosphingolipids play a role in the activation of
mTORC1. Thus, we performed a lipid analysis on GD iPSC-derived NPCs and found a
significant accumulation in GlcSph. The fact that GlcSph is not normally present or is
present at very low levels in normal tissues led us to examine the biogenesis of GlcSph.
One possible mechanism is through the deacylation of GlcCer via the action of lysosomal
acid ceramidase, which is encoded by ASAH1. When we incubated nGD neurons with
Carmofur (CAR), a specific inhibitor of acid ceramidase, the levels of GlcSph were
decreased, mTOR hyperactivation was prevented and concomitantly, lysosomal biogenesis
was restored. Furthermore, when we incubated WT cells with exogenous GlcSph, we were
able to recapitulate the phenotypes seen in mutant nGD neurons. The experiments
described below show that neurotoxic lyso-sphingolipids such as GlcSph can activate the
mTOR pathway, identifying a novel link between GlcSph elevation, mTOR
hyperactivation, and lysosomal dysfunction. This work identifies mTOR and acid
ceramidase as potential new therapeutic targets for nGD.
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 mTOR hyperactivity and lysosomal depletion in nGD NPCs and neurons is
reversed by treatment with GCS inhibitors
We have previously shown that in nGD neurons, GCase deficiency causes defects
in the autophagy-lysosomal pathway, and that these alterations are mediated through
mTOR hyperactivation151,240. As shown in Figure 4.1, confocal imaging and western blot
analysis showed that GD2 and GD3 NPCs have higher levels of phosphorylation of mTOR
(p-mTOR) (Figure 4.1A and C) and its downstream substrate ribosomal protein S6 (p-S6)
(Figure 4.1B-D) compared to WT NPCs. These results raise the question of whether
mTOR hyperactivation was caused by the accumulation of GSLs, and whether reducing
these lipids would prevent mTOR hyperactivation. To this end we treated control, GD2,
and GD3 NPCs with 3 different GSC inhibitors, namely Eliglustat (ELI) and the brainpenetrant inhibitors Ibiglustat (IBI) and GZ161 (GZ). Quantitative image analysis and
immunoblotting showed that these GCS inhibitors prevented mTOR hyperactivation, as
determined by decreased levels of p-mTOR and p-S6 (Figure 4.1A-D). Concomitantly, all
three SRT compounds were able to rescue lysosomal biogenesis, as shown by increase in
Lysotracker and LAMP1 staining and by western blot analysis of untreated and treated
nGD NPCs (Figure 4.2 A-C).
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Figure 4.1 mTOR hyperactivity in nGD NPCs is decreased by SRT drugs.
Immunofluorescence staining of p-mTOR (A, green) and p-S6 (B, green) in WT
(Con a and Con b) and GD2a/3a NPCs that were either non-treated (NT) or treated
with three SRT drugs, GZ, IBI and ELI (2µm for 5 days). Nuclei were stained with
DAPI (blue). Magnification 40x (C) The mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was
calculated from 5 different fields and 3 independent experiments. Results are
expressed as fold change compared to NT Con a (mean±SEM). (D) Western
blotting showing p-S6 expression in WT (Con a)/GD2a (top) and WT (Con
a)/GD3a (bottom) where the mutants were either left untreated (NT) or treated with
SRT drugs. Quantification of the expression in the immunoblot analysis is
presented on the right side of the blot. The proteins were normalized to their
respective β-actin. Results are expressed as fold change with respect to NT Con a
(mean±SEM, n=3).
Con NT vs GD NT, t-test; GD NT vs GD with SRT, one-way ANOVA.
*P<0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001, ****P <0.0001.
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Figure 4.2 SRT drugs restores lysosomal expression in nGD NPCs.
Representative immunofluorescence images of WT (Con a and Con b) and GD2a/3a
NPCs stained with Lysotracker (A, red) and LAMP1 (B, red). Nuclei were stained
with DAPI (blue). The mutant NPCs were either untreated (NT) or treated with three
SRT drugs, GZ, IBI and ELI (2µm for 5 days). Magnification 40x. The number of
Lysotracker and LAMP1 puncta were counted and normalized to the number of cells
per field. Data is compiled from 5 different fields and 3 independent experiments.
Results are expressed as fold change compared to NT Con a (mean±SEM) and
presented on the right side of the images. Con NT vs GD NT, t-test; GD NT vs GD
with SRT, one-way ANOVA. *P<0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001. (C) Representative
immunoblot of LAMP1 in GD2a (top) and GD3a (bottom) that were either untreated
(NT) or treated with three SRT drugs, GZ, IBI and ELI.
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When we analyzed differentiated nGD neurons there was a similar reciprocal
correlation between lysosomal depletion and mTOR hyperactivity; and treatment with the
three GCS inhibitors reversed mTOR hyperactivation and restored lysosomal biogenesis.
Quantitative image analysis shows that the reduction in Lysostracker and LAMP1 staining
in nGD neurons was restored to control levels by the GCS inhibitors (Figure 4.3 A and
B). The SRT drugs also prevented the elevation in p-mTOR levels in GD2 neurons (Figure
4.3B). It is also apparent that in nGD neurons, p-mTOR co-localized with lysosomes,
which is where mTOR has access to and phosphorylates its substrates. Immunoblot
analysis showed that GD2 neurons also had increased levels of p-S6 and 4EBP1(Figure
4.3C), which were reduced to control levels by GCS inhibition.
We conclude from these results that in nGD neurons mTOR is hyperactivated, and
that lowering the levels of GSLs decreases mTOR activity and rescues lysosomal
biogenesis. Thus, mTOR appears to be a downstream target of elevated GSLs present in
nGD neurons. In addition, as S6 and 4EBP1 are considered mTORC1 substrates, our data
suggest that mTORC1 is the complex that is responsive to elevated GSLs.
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Figure 4.3 SRT drugs reverse mTOR hyperactivity and rescue lysosomal expression
in nGD neurons.
(A) Immunofluorescence images of Lysotracker (red) and MAP2 (magenta) in WT (Con
a) and GD2a neurons. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). The mutant neurons were
either untreated (NT) or treated with three SRT drugs at 1µm during differentiation for 3
weeks. Magnification 40x. Lysotracker count was obtained from at least 50 MAP2 positive
neurons from 5 different fields, 3 independent experiments and graphed (below) as fold
change compared to NT Con a. (B) WT (Con a) and GD2a neurons were stained with
antibodies to p-mTOR (green), LAMP1 (red) and MAP2 (magenta). The mutant neurons
were either untreated (NT) or treated with three SRT drugs at 1µm during differentiation
for 3 weeks. Magnification 40x. The fluorescence intensity was obtained from at least 50
MAP2 positive neurons from 5 different fields, 3 independent experiments and graphed
(below) as fold change compared to NT Con a. (C) Western blot showing the expression
of p-S6 and p-4EBP1 in WT (Con a NT) and GD2b (untreated, NT, or treated with the
three SRT drugs). The proteins were normalized to their respective β-actin and graphs
below represent fold change with respect to WT NT (mean±SEM, n=3).
Con NT vs GD NT, t-test; GD NT vs GD with SRT, one-way ANOVA.
*P<0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001, ****P <0.0001.
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4.2.2 GD-NPCs have highly elevated levels of GlcSph
Sphingolipid analysis by LC-MS/MS showed that NPCs derived from GD2 and
GD3 patients have a 10-100-fold accumulation of GlcSph while GD1 NPCs had a 3.5-fold
increase in this lipid compared to WT-NPCs (Figure 4.4A). Although GlcCer is the
primary substrate of GCase, it was elevated only about 2 to 3-fold in nGD vs. control NPCs
(Figure 4.4B-D), suggesting that in mutant NPCs, GlcCer is efficiently converted to its
neurotoxic metabolite GlcSph. These data are concordant with previous reports of 20 to
700-fold GlcSph accumulation in postmortem nGD brains241. Analysis of Cer and Sph
showed small elevations in GD-NPCs compared to WT controls suggesting that these lipids
may not play a major role in nGD pathogenesis (Figure 4.5A-F).
It is noteworthy that WT-NPCs have detectable levels GlcCer, Cer and Sph but
essentially no GlcSph (average concentration=0.29pmol/mg of protein). This is consistent
with the known use of GlcSph as a specific biomarker of GD. Glucosylceramide synthase
(GCS) catalyzes the synthesis of GlcCer from glucose and ceramide, and inhibitors of this
enzyme are used in SRT to treat type 1 GD. When GD NPCs were treated with the GCS
inhibitors Eliglustat (ELI) and the brain penetrant Ibiglustat (IBI), there was a significant
reduction in GlcSph levels in the mutant neurons (Figure 4.4A).
We conclude from these results that this nGD iPSC system recapitulates the highly
elevated levels of GlcSph in nGD patients241,242, and that the elevation of this neurotoxic
sphingolipid in human neuronal cells can be reversed by GCS inhibitors, reflecting the
therapeutic benefit of these inhibitors in GD patients.
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Figure 4.4 SRT drugs reduce GlcCer and GlcSph accumulation in GD NPCs.
HPLC-MS/MS analysis of WT (Con a) and the mutant NPCs representing the clinical
subtypes of GD showing GlcSph (A) and GlcCer (B-D) accumulation. The NPCs were
either untreated or treated with two SRT drugs, ELI and IBI (2µm for 5 days). Two clones
each of GD2a, GD2b and GD3 were utilized for this experiment. Data are represented as
fold change compared to NT Con a (mean±SEM, n=3). Each mutant NT was compared to
WT NT (t-test) and then mutant NT was compared to mutant treated with SRT drugs (oneway ANOVA). *P <0.05, **P <0.01, ***P <0.001, ****P <0.0001.
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Figure 4.5 Ceramide and Sphingosine levels did not vary significantly between the
control and mutant NPCs.
HPLC-MS/MS analysis of WT (Con a) and the mutant NPCs representing the clinical
subtypes of GD showing Cer (A-E) and Sph (F) levels. The NPCs were either untreated or
treated with two SRT drugs, ELI and IBI (2µm for 5 days). Two clones each of GD2a,
GD2b and GD3 were utilized for this experiment. Data are represented as fold change
compared to NT Con a (mean±SEM, n=3). Each mutant NT was compared to WT NT (ttest) and then mutant NT was compared to mutant treated with SRT drugs (one-way
ANOVA). *P <0.05, **P <0.01, ns: not significant.
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4.2.3 Chemical inhibition of GCase in WT cells recapitulates hyperactive mTOR
phenotype seen in mutant cells
Mutations in GBA1 result in an accumulation of GSLs, and this loss-of-function is
a major contributor to the clinical manifestations in GD. On the other hand, misfolding of
the mutant GCase protein results in ER stress and induces the Unfolded Protein Response,
a gain-of-function that is also believed to contribute to the phenotypic alterations in GD.
To examine whether the mTOR/lysosomal phenotype observed was a consequence of a
GCase loss-of-function, we treated NPCs and differentiated neurons derived from 2
different WT iPSC controls and from H9 embryonic stem (ES) cells with Conduritol bepoxide (CBE), an irreversible inhibitor of GCase132,133. This treatment resulted in ~40fold accumulation of GlcSph but only 2-3-fold accumulation of GlcCer in WT NPCs, and
there were no significant changes in ceramide or sphingosine levels (Figure 4.6A-C).
These data show that CBE induced a similar sphingolipid profile as that of the mutant
NPCs. Confocal image analysis showed that CBE treatment resulted in lysosomal depletion
as determined by decreased lysotracker staining (Figure 4.6D).
Quantitative image analysis of WT iPSC-derived neurons showed that CBE
treatment resulted in increased p-mTOR and pS6 levels, and a reciprocal decrease in
LAMP1 and lysotracker staining (Figure 4.7A-C). mTOR hyperactivation was confirmed
by immunoblot analysis showing that CBE treatment of WT differentiated neurons induced
increased levels of p-mTOR, p-S6, and p-4EBP1(Fig. 4.7D).
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Thus, chemical inhibition of WT GCase enzymatic activity recapitulated the
phenotypes observed in GD NPCs and neurons. These results suggest that the
mTOR/lysosomal abnormalities observed in nGD neurons were not the consequence of a
gain-of-function but resulted from a loss of GCase enzymatic activity.
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Figure 4.6 Treatment of WT NPCs with CBE recapitulates the phenotypes seen in
nGD NPCs.
(A-C) HPLC-MS/MS analysis of WT NPCs showing the levels of GlcSph, GlcCer, Cer
and Sph in untreated or CBE treated conditions. Data are represented as fold change
compared to NT for every lipid (mean±SEM, n=3, t-test; *P <0.05, **P <0.01 and ***P
<0.001, ns: non-significant). (D) Lysotracker staining (red) of WT NPCs untreated (NT)
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puncta/field was counted and normalized to cell number/field. Results are expressed on the
right as fold change compared to NT. (mean±SEM, n=3, t-test; *P <0.05)
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least 50 MAP2 positive neurons from 5 fields and plotted as fold change to Con a
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4.2.4 Acid ceramidase inhibition rescues mTOR/lysosomal phenotype
Figure 4.4 showed that while control NPCs had barely detectable levels of GlcSph,
this lipid was highly elevated in the mutant cells. These results suggest that while under
normal conditions there is very little conversion of GlcCer to GlcSph, the GlcCer that
accumulates in the mutant neurons is rapidly deacylated by lysosomal acid ceramidase to
the lyso-glycosphingolipid, GlcSph. Most of the hydrophobic GlcCer that accumulates in
the mutant cells is located inside the lysosome, but GlcSph is more hydrophilic than
GlcCer. GlcSph is amphipathic and at the acid pH of the lysosome it has a positive
charge243. After GlcCer deacylation by acid ceramidase, GlcSph rapidly exits to the
cytoplasm where it still has a positive charge, and to the extracellular space, which explains
the high levels of GlcSph in plasma, even in patients with GD1244. In the cytoplasm,
GlcSph is likely to interact with mTORC1 on the lysosomal surface. To determine whether
reducing the high levels of GlcSph in mutant neurons would be sufficient to prevent mTOR
activation and rescue lysosomes, we incubated nGD neurons with Carmofur (CAR), a
specific inhibitor of acid ceramidase245. As shown in Figure 4.8A, CAR treatment of GD2
and GD3 NPCs effectively reduced the levels of GlcSph in these cells. Confocal imaging
analysis showed that CAR treatment reduced mTOR hyperactivity in GD2 and GD3 NPCs,
as determined by decreased p-S6 levels (Figure 4.8D). Acid ceramidase inhibition also
prevented lysosomal depletion in the mutant GD2 and GD3 NPCs as seen by lysotracker
and LAMP1 staining (Figure 4.8B, C). When we analyzed differentiated neurons, confocal
image analysis showed that CAR treatment also caused a reduction in mTOR activity and
rescued lysosomal biogenesis as determined by LAMP1 and lysostracker staining (Figure
4.9A-C and 4.10A). It should be noted that in the untreated but not CAR-treated mutant
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neurons, hyperactive mTOR co-localized with lysosomes, the site where it phosphorylates
its substrates, consistent with the idea that mutant nGD neurons have a constitutively
activated mTOR complex. Western blot analysis confirmed that CAR treatment also
caused a reduction in mTOR activity (Figure 4.9D, E and 4.10B), and rescued lysosomal
biogenesis (Figure 4.9F). We conclude from these results that GlcSph may be the bioactive
sphingolipid species that causes mTOR hyperactivation and lysosomal depletion in nGD
neurons.
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4.2.5 Treatment of WT neurons with exogenous GlcSph phenocopies the mTOR
hyperactivation and lysosomal abnormalities of nGD neurons
Our results suggest that mTOR is responsive to elevated levels of GlcSph. To
directly determine whether this lipid is capable of activating mTOR, we treated NPCs from
WT controls with increasing concentrations of GlcSph. Lysotracker staining of three
different WT controls also showed that GlcSph caused a reduction in lysosomal numbers
(Figure 4.11A), and an increase in mTOR activation (data not shown). Image analysis of
differentiated WT neurons treated with GlcSph showed a similar pattern of mTOR
hyperactivity and decreased LAMP1 expression (Figure 4.11B, C). Immunoblot analysis
showed that in WT differentiated neurons, GlcSph treatment caused a dose-dependent
increase in p-mTOR and a decrease in LAMP1 expression (Figure 4.11D).
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These results strongly suggest that mTORC1 may be a sensor of elevated GlcSph.
These data were obtained using multiple WT iPSC and H9-ESC suggesting that the results
obtained reflect the response of neurons to GlcSph.
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4.2.6 mTOR inhibitors rescue the lysosomal phenotype induced by exogenous GlcSph
We then wanted to determine whether mTOR inhibitors would prevent lysosomal
depletion in GlcSph-treated neuronal cells. When we co-incubated WT differentiated
neurons with GlcSph and either Rapamycin, Torin1, or INK128, these treatments were able
to reverse the mTOR hyperactivity (Figure 4.12). INK128 and Torin1 were more effective
in suppressing mTORC1 activation caused by GlcSph than Rapamycin. Lastly, coincubation of GlcSph with INK128 or Torin1 rescued lysosomal biogenesis (Figure 4.12,
left panel).
Taken together, our results lend strong support to the idea that GlcSph is a bioactive
lipid whose elevation in mutant neurons is a likely activator of the mTORC1 complex, and
that this event is sufficient to disrupt lysosomal homeostasis. These results also suggest
that acid ceramidase is essential to the pathogenesis caused by GCase deficiency, and point
to this enzyme as a novel therapeutic target that should be considered for the treatment of
GBA1-associated neurodegeneration. Our results further suggest a novel mechanism in
which mTORC1 acts as a sensor of neurotoxic glycosphingolipids in nGD.
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Figure 4.12 mTOR inhibitors reverse mTOR hyperactivation and rescue
lysosomal biogenesis caused by exogenous GlcSph in WT neurons.
Western blot analysis showing WT neurons treated with GlcSph alone or co-incubated
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4.3 Discussion
These results provide compelling evidence that GlcSph is the sphingolipid that is
largely responsible for the lysosomal alterations in nGD neurons, and that these effects are
mediated through mTOR hyperactivation. These studies further suggest a previously
undescribed role of mTOR as a sensor of neurotoxic sphingolipids in neurons.
It is widely believed that the accumulation of GlcCer plays an important role in GD
pathogenicity. This is particularly true in macrophages, where there is a large accumulation
of undigested GlcCer derived from the membranes of phagocytosed RBC leading to the
formation of pathological Gaucher macrophages, which infiltrate the liver, spleen and bone
marrow. The formation of GlcCer crystals in the lysosomes of Gaucher macrophages has
also been described246. However, our present studies suggest that in nGD neurons the
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phenotype observed was largely caused by the elevation in GlcSph. This conclusion is
supported by two lines of evidence. First, treatment of nGD neuronal cells with acid
ceramidase inhibitors, which significantly reduced GlcSph levels, was sufficient to prevent
mTOR hyperactivation and reverse the lysosomal phenotype. Second, direct treatment of
WT neurons with exogenous GlcSph phenocopied the mTOR and lysosomal alterations of
nGD neurons. In iPSC-derived mutant NPCs, GlcSph was elevated 10 to 100-fold over
control NPCs, whereas the elevation of GlcCer was more modest. Similar results were
obtained after treatment of WT NPCs with CBE, which resulted in a 50-fold increase in
GlcSph but only a 3-fold increase in GlcCer. Thus, it appears that in nGD, the elevated
GlcCer may be rapidly converted to GlcSph by the alternative acid ceramidase pathway.
The highly elevated levels of GlcSph in iPSC-derived neuronal cells reflect the high levels
of this lyso-glycolipid in tissues from GD patients. While GlcSph is almost undetectable
in healthy tissues, nGD brains have a 20 to 700-fold elevation in GlcSph, and there is also
accumulation of this lipid in the liver, spleen and plasma, the latter facilitated by the water
solubility of GlcSph241,242,244. For these reasons, GluSph is an important biomarker of GD
and for following the effectiveness of GD treatments247,248. The recent finding that GD
patients have antibodies against GlcSph leading to GD-related gammopathies249 also point
to GlcSph as an important therapeutic target whose reduction would be of clinical benefit.
A role of GlcSph and acid ceramidase in GBA1-associated neurodegeneration has
been proposed by investigators working with in vitro and in vivo models of GD and GBA1associated PD244,250-252, but the mechanisms involved are unclear. In this study we found
evidence that GlcSph impairs lysosomal functions through mTORC1. A central role of
elevated lyso-sphingolipids in neurodegeneration has also been demonstrated in Krabbe
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disease. This is a fatal demyelinating disorder caused by a deficiency in the lysosomal
enzyme

galactosylceramidase.

In

Krabbe

disease

there

is

accumulation

of

galactosylsphingosine (GalSph), the lyso derivative of galactosylceramide (GalCer), which
is produced by the action of acid ceramidase on GalCer. Li et al. recently showed that
crossing of Krabbe (twitcher) mice with acid ceramidase-deficient mice (Farber mice)
prevented accumulation of GalSph and cured the Krabbe mice253. Also, intraperitoneal
injections of carmofur decreased the levels of GalSph and extended the lifespan of the
Krabbe mice. Thus, acid ceramidase inhibitors should be considered as potentially
important drugs for SRT in nGD and other neurodegenerative disorders where there is an
elevation of neurotoxic lyso-sphingolipids.
Restoring sphingolipid balance is an important clinical goal. SRT with the GCS
inhibitor Eliglustat (Genzyme) has been approved for the treatment of type 1 GD; and
development of brain-penetrant GlcCer synthase inhibitors that decrease GlcCer and
GlcSph levels in in vivo models of nGD254, have led to Phase 2 clinical trials for type 3 GD
(NCT02843035),

GBA1-associated

PD

(NCT02906020),

and

Fabry

disease

(NCT02228460). We found that treatment of nGD NPCs and differentiated neurons with
three different GlcCer synthase inhibitors effectively rescued the mTOR hyperactivation
and lysosomal biogenesis. In view of our results, we propose that the phenotypic rescue by
GCS inhibitors in iPSC-derived neuronal cells was primarily due to a secondary effect of
these drugs in reducing GlcSph levels. In this scenario, acid ceramidase inhibitors act a
step closer than GCS inhibitors and for this reason, these molecules would be an important
addition to the SRT armamentarium.
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Our results suggest that the deleterious effects of elevated glycosphingolipids were
mediated through mTOR hyperactivation. mTORC1 is an energy and nutrient sensor, and
it is also a major regulator of the lysosomal/autophagy pathway through the transcription
factor TFEB. In response to nutrients including amino acids and glucose, mTOR kinase is
translocated to the lysosomal surface where it phosphorylates its substrates255. Under
starvation conditions, mTOR kinase becomes inactive and is released from lysosomes,
allowing TFEB translocation to the nucleus and thus inducing lysosomal biogenesis and
autophagy256. In nGD neurons, and in WT neurons treated with GlcSph there was mTOR
hyperactivation and concomitantly, there was lysosomal depletion and a block in
autophagy. We previously showed that the deleterious effects of GCase deficiency in
neurons were prevented by Torin1, a catalytic inhibitor of mTOR but that the allosteric
inhibitor Rapamycin was less effective240. These results were confirmed and extended in
the present report, where we showed that Torin1 and INK128, another catalytic inhibitor
of mTOR, were also able to prevent lysosomal depletion by exogenous GlcSph. These
results are consistent with previous reports that while Torin1 completely inhibits mTOR
kinase, Rapamycin does so only partially, and does not inhibit mTOR from
phosphorylating TFEB, preventing the rescue of ALP functions. We previously showed
that treatment of nGD neurons with Rapamycin led to neuronal death, suggesting that
mTOR inhibition without improvement of lysosomal functions has deleterious effects, an
observation that should be considered when designing clinical trials to test the therapeutic
efficacy of mTOR inhibitors in nGD.
Based on the increased levels of pS6 and p4EB-P1, two substrates normally
associated with mTORC1, and the known role of this complex in regulating the ALP, we
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tentatively conclude that the lysosomal abnormalities induced by GlcSph are mediated
through mTORC1. However, as Torin1 inhibits both mTORC1 and mTORC2, we cannot
rule out an involvement of mTORC2 in the phenotype caused by GCase deficiency.
mTORC1 and mTORC2 are involved in lipogenesis and lipolytic pathways, and direct
interactions between phosphatidic acid and the FRAC domain of mTOR kinase have been
reported257. Previously, Menon et al have shown activation of both mTORC1 and
mTORC2 in response to exogenous addition of fatty acids through the generation of
phosphatidic acid, revealing a novel function of mTOR as a lipid sensor in KRas-driven
cancer cells258. In the present study, we have identified GlcSph as a potential activator of
mTOR although the precise mechanisms involved still need to be elucidated.

4.4 Materials & Methods
iPSC lines. For this study, we utilized iPSCs from two control (WT) and mutant (GD) lines
representing the three clinical subtypes (GD1, GD2 and GD3). The lines are listed in Table
4.1. Two clones of each nGD line were used in the indicated experiments. In addition, H9
human embryonic stem cell (hESC) line was used as an additional control for the WT iPSC
lines and designated as Control c.

Generation of NPCs and neurons. NPCs and neurons were generated from iPSCs as
previously described. Briefly, embryoid bodies (EBs) were generated by detaching iPSCs
from the plate using 0.2% dispase and transferring them to ultra-low attachment plates
(Costar). The EBs are conditioned with dorsomorphin (DM) and SB431542 (SB) for
neuronal induction. The EBs are plated on Matrigel (Corning) where they form neuronal
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rosettes, which can be picked and expanded to NPCs. NPCs are cultured in media
containing Neurobasal (Life Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) GlutaMAX (Life Technologies),
1X (Vol/Vol) Non-essential amino acids (Life Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) B27
supplement (Life Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) Pen/Strep and 20 ng/mL bFGF (Peprotech).
To induce differentiation, NPCs are grown in media containing Neurobasal (Life
Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) GlutaMAX (Life Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) Non-essential
amino acids (Life Technologies), 1X (Vol/Vol) B27 supplement (Life Technologies),
cAMP (Sigma) and 200µM Ascorbic acid (Sigma) for 3 weeks on poly-ornithine/Laminin
coated plates.
Table 4.1 List of lines used in the study
Type

iPSC line

Genotype

Control a

MJiPSC #4

WT

Control b

DF4-7T.A

WT

GD2a

MNG-09-246 #13

D409H/W184R

GD2b

MNG-10-257 #4

L444P/RecNcil

GD3a

MNG-98-12-9 #4

L444P/L444P

GD3b

DMN-84-72 #13

L444P/L444P

GD1

MNG-09-232 #1

N370S/N370S

Immunocytochemistry/Immunofluorescence. To analyze protein expression using
immunofluorescence, NPCs were plated in 8 well chamber slides (Lab-Tek) or
differentiated to neurons in confocal plates (Mat-tek). Cells were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for 15 minutes at room temperature, blocked 30-40 mins in
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phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing fetal bovine serum (FBS). This is followed by
incubation with the indicated primary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature or
overnight at 4°C. After this, the cells are incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with the
appropriate secondary antibodies. Lastly, cell nuclei were labeled using DAPI-containing
mounting medium (Vector Laboratories Cat No. H-1200).

Antibodies. The following antibodies were utilized in this study: Primary antibodies; Cell
Signaling Technology: p-mTOR (Ser2448) (#5536), p-S6 (Ser235/236) (#4856), mTOR
(#2983), S6 (#2217), p-4EBP1 (#2855), 4BBP1 (#9452), Novus Biologicals: MAP2
(NB300-213), Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank: LAMP1 (H4A3). Secondary
antibodies; Alexa Fluor 488, 647 and Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories).

Chemical reagents and treatments. SRT drugs (Eliglustat – ELI, Ibiglustat – IBI and
GZ667161 – GZ) were used at 2µM final concentration for 5 days on NPCs and at 1µM
dose during the differentiation of NPCs to neurons. For acid ceramidase inhibition, cells
were incubated with 10uM carmofur (CAR) for 24hours. For GCase inhibition, control
cells were incubated with 1mM conduritol-β-epoxide (CBE) for 24 hours. Lastly, control
cells were treated exogenously with GlcSph at indicated doses for either 4 or 8 hours.

Western Blot analysis. Cells were lysed directly in SDS sample buffer, sonicated,
denatured by heating at 95°C for 5 minutes and loaded onto 4-20% polyacrylamide gels
(Bio-Rad). This was followed by protein transfer onto nitrocellulose membrane and
incubation with the appropriate primary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature or
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overnight at 4°C. Next, the membrane was incubated in anti-mouse or anti-rabbit HRP
conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 hour. Membranes were developed with SuperSignal
West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (Thermo Scientific) and imaged using the
Chemidoc system and Imagelab software (BioRad). Densitometry analysis was done using
the Imagelab software.

Lipid analysis.
Materials
LC-MS grade acetonitrile, isopropanol, methanol, water, formic acid and ammonium
acetate were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburg, PA). HPLC grade tert-Butyl
methyl ether (MTBE), potassium hydroxide, and glacial acetic acid were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sphingolipid standards were purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL). The sphingolipid standards included ceramide/sphingoid
Internal Standard Mixture I (LM-6002) and a number of individual sphingolipids. List of
sphingolipid standards is in Table 4.2.
Sample Preparation
Sphingolipids were extracted from pelleted cells as described previously. Briefly, 225 µL
of methanol was added to the cell pellet followed by 30 seconds of sonication and 30
seconds of vortex mixing. 10 µL of internal standard was added to the samples followed
by the addition of 750 µL of MTBE. The mixture was incubated at 4°C for 1 hour with 650
rpm shaking. After incubation, 97.5 µL of 1 M potassium hydroxide was added and allowed
to incubate for 2 hours at 37°C. Then, the mixture was bought to room temperature and
neutralized with the addition of 2 µL of acetic acid. 200 µL of water was then added and
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the samples were centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 min at 4°C. 600 µL of the upper organic
layer was transferred and dried with nitrogen at 25°C. The dried lipid extract was resuspended in 100 µL of acetonitrile:isopropanol:water (2:1:1, v/v/v) and stored at -80°C.
The lower aqueous phase was used to determine the protein content via a BCA kit
(bicinchoninic acid assay, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, USA).
Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry
Sphingolipid quantitation was done using liquid chromatography (LC) tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS). The separation was achieved using an InfinityLab poroshell
HILIC column (2.7 µm; 3.0 x 150 mm) (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). Mobile phase A was
10 mM ammonium acetate in water/acetonitrile (5:95, v/v) and mobile phase B was 10 mM
ammonium acetate with in water/acetonitrile (50:50, v/v). The gradient program was 0.02.25 min, 0% B; 2.25-3.0 min, gradient to 10% B; 3.0-3.5 min, gradient to 95% B; 3.56.75 min, 95% B; 6.75-7.25 min, gradient to 0 % B; 7.25-9.0 min, 0 % B. The column was
maintained at 35 °C and the auto-sampler was kept at 4 °C. A 1 µL injection was used for
all samples. Mass spectrometry detection was performed in the positive-ion mode and the
electrospray ionization (ESI) source parameters were as follows: spray voltage, 3500 V;
ion transfer tube temperature, 325 °C; vaporizer temperature, 350 °C; sheath gas pressure,
50; sweep gas pressure, 1; auxiliary gas, 10. Selected reaction monitoring (SRM) was used
for mass detection with the following global parameters: RF lens voltage, 30 V; CID gas,
1.5 mTorr; Q1 and Q3 resolution, 0.7 Da (FWHM). See below for precursor to product ion
transitions, associated timed SRM windows and collision energy (Table 4.3). The
sphingolipid standard (LM-6002) was used to as an internal standard and used to create
linear regression calibration curves for each sphingolipid class. Data collection and
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analysis was performed by Xcalibur v 4.1.31.9 (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA) and
Prism 6 (Graph Pad, La Jolla, CA).
Table 4.2 Sphingolipid Standards
1

Ceramide/Sphingoid Internal Standard Mixture I
Sphingosine (C17 base)
Sphinganine (C17 base)
Sphingosine-1-P (C17 base)
Sphinganine-1-P (C17 base)
12:0 Ceramide
12:0 Ceramide-1-P
Glucosyl(ß) C12 Ceramide
12:0 Sphingomyelin
25:0 Ceramide
Lactosyl(ß) C12 Ceramide

2

Ceramide standards
C24 Ceramide-1-Phosphate
C14 Ceramide (d18:1/14:0)
C16 Ceramide (d18:1/16:0)
C18 Ceramide (d18:1/18:0)
C18:1 Ceramide (d18:1/18:1(9Z))
C20 Ceramide (d18:1/20:0)
C22 Ceramide (d18:1/22:0)
C24 Ceramide (d18:1/24:0)
C24:1 Ceramide (d18:1/24:1(15Z))

3

Glucosyl- standards
Glucosyl(ß) Sphingosine (d18:1)
Glucosyl(ß) C12 Cer
Glucosyl(ß) C16 Cer
C18 Glucosyl(ß) Ceramide (d18:1/18:0)
C18:1 Glucosyl(ß) Ceramide
(d18:1/18:1(9Z))
Glucosyl (ß) C24:1 Ceramide

4

Galactosyl- standards
C16 Galactosyl(α) Ceramide (d18:1/16:0)

5

Sphingoid base standards
Sphinganine (d18:0)
Sphingosine (d18:1)
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Table 4.3 Sphingolipid SRM precursor to product ion transitions

Cer(d18:1/12:0)

Start
Time
(min)
1.25

Cer(d18:1/14:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

492.5

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/16:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

520.5

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/17:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

534.5

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/18:1)

1.25

2.25

Positive

546.5

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/18:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

548.5

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/20:1)

1.25

2.25

Positive

574.6

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/20:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

576.6

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/22:1)

1.25

2.25

Positive

602.6

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/22:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

604.6

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/24:1)

1.25

2.25

Positive

630.6

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/24:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

632.6

264.3

25

Cer(d18:1/25:0)

1.25

2.25

Positive

646.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/12:0)

1.50

2.50

Positive

626.5

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/16:0)

1.50

2.50

Positive

682.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/18:1)

1.50

2.50

Positive

708.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/18:0)

1.50

2.50

Positive

710.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/20:1)

1.50

2.50

Positive

736.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/20:0)

1.50

2.50

Positive

738.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/22:1)

1.50

2.50

Positive

764.6

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/22:0)

1.50

2.50

Positive

766.7

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/24:1)

1.50

2.50

Positive

792.7

264.3

25

GlcCer(d18:1/24:0)

1.50

2.50

Positive

794.7

264.3

25

So d17:1

5.50

6.50

Positive

286.2

250.3

25

Sa d17:0

5.50

6.50

Positive

288.3

252.2

25

So d18:2

5.50

6.50

Positive

298.3

280.3

15

So d18:1

5.50

6.50

Positive

300.3

282.3

15

Sa d18:0

5.50

6.50

Positive

302.3

284.3

15

HexSph (d18:2)

5.50

6.50

Positive

460.3

280.3

15

HexSph (d18:1)

5.50

6.50

Positive

462.3

282.3

15

HexSph (d18:0)

5.50

6.50

Positive

464.3

284.3

15

Compound

End Time
(min)

Polarity

Precursor
(m/z)

Product
(m/z)

2.25

Positive

464.4

264.3

Collision
Energy
(V)
25
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Statistical analysis. Data were analyzed using prism software version 7.0a (GraphPad
Software). The significance of differences was assessed using two-tailed unpaired
Student’s t-tests for comparing two groups or one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s posttest to compare multiple groups, as appropriate. The confidence level for significance was
95%. Results were expressed as mean ±SEM.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
In this thesis, I focused on two aspects of GD: Dysregulation of canonical Wnt
signaling and lysosomal dysfunction. The important findings from each aim are
summarized in this section along with the future scope of experiments.
In chapter 2, we wanted to address the skeletal defects observed in GD patients, in
particular, the role of osteoblasts in mediating osteopenia/osteoporosis in GD. Thus, we
utilized patient-derived iPSCs to generate MSCs as precursors to osteoblasts. Both WT and
GD iPSCs were able to differentiate into MSCs as shown by flow cytometry analysis for
MSC markers CD29, CD44 and HLA-ABC (Figure 5.1A). Further differentiation under
osteogenic conditions revealed defective osteogenesis from GD MSCs when compared to
WT cells (Figure 5.1B). After 3 weeks under osteo-differentiating conditions, the WT
MSCs showed an upregulation of osteoblast specific markers (ALP, Runx2 and Col1). WT
osteoblasts secrete ALP and deposit Ca2+-containing mineral nodules in the extracellular
matrix. In contrast, under similar conditions GD MSCs were unable to fully induce
osteoblast differentiation. Also, GD MSCs were not capable of

secreting ALP or

depositing Ca2+ in the matrix. We attributed this impaired differentiation to dysregulation
of the canonical Wnt pathway, which is necessary for osteogenesis. The levels of both total
and active b-catenin, a mediator of downstream Wnt signaling, were reduced in GD
osteoblasts. Additionally, differentiation of GD MSCs in the presence of either rGCase or
CHIR (Wnt activator) restored the differentiation defects and formed mature, functional
osteoblasts. These results emphasize the role of normal GCase as well as Wnt signaling in
the differentiation of MSCs into functional osteoblasts. There was also lysosomal depletion
and defects in exocytosis in GD derived MSCs and osteoblasts. It is becoming increasingly
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evident that lysosomes are crucial for exocytosis of bone matrix proteins; thus, making
them critical for osteoblast maturation. This suggests that mutant GCase interferes with
normal lysosomal biogenesis and function, thereby interfering with the differentiation and
maturation of GD osteoblasts.

A
MSC Media

EB media

Control and GD iPSCs

Embryoid
Body (EB)

MSCs

CONTROL

B

GD
rGCase
Wnt
activator

MSCs

MSCs
Differentiation

OSTEOBLASTS

OSTEOBLASTS

Impaired
Differentiation

Mutant
GBA1

DEFECTIVE OSTEOBLASTS

Figure 5.1 Graphical summary of Chapter 2

In this study, we did not explore the effects of SRT on the differentiation of GD
osteoblasts. However, clinical data from the phase 3 ENGAGE trial (NCT00891202) has
shown promising results in GD1 patients treated with Eliglustat for 18 months. Patients
enrolled in the trial experienced significant improvement in the visceral and hematological
parameters as well as in bone mineral density and bone marrow burden score.
Our study has identified the Wnt pathway as a potential therapeutic target. It would
be interesting to investigate whether using a Wnt activator like CHIR can also rescue
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lysosomal functions, thus allowing the complete differentiation and maturation of GD
MSCs to osteoblasts. Also, since decreased bone mass density is a consequence of
uncoupling between osteoblasts and osteoclasts, more studies are required to elucidate the
role of osteoclasts in mediating skeletal disease in GD. Lastly, the effect of GSLs on
osteoblast and osteoclast maturation and function also need to be explored.
In chapter 3, we found that GBA1 mutations also disrupted the canonical Wnt
pathway in GD iPSC-derived NPCs. This was attributed to the active degradation of bcatenin in GD-NPCs due to increased GSK3b kinase activity. GSK3b is a kinase that
phosphorylates b-catenin, targeting it for proteasomal degradation. This study also
highlighted a mechanistic link between lysosomal depletion and low Wnt activity. Upon
Wnt pathway activation, it is hypothesized that the ligand-receptor complex is internalized
into multi-vesicular bodies, keeping the b-catenin destruction complex in the endolysosome, thereby preventing the phosphorylation and degradation of b-catenin. In
accordance with this model, in WT NPCs, GSK3b colocalized with the lysosomal marker
LAMP1. On the other hand, mutant NPCs exhibited lysosomal depletion and lesser
colocalization of GSK3b with LAMP1. This suggests that GBA1 mutations disrupt the
lysosomal compartment and fail to sequester the b-catenin destruction complex, thereby
causing excess degradation of b-catenin.
When we analyzed nGD neuronal progenitors, there was Wnt downregulation,
leading to a gradual loss of midbrain and hindbrain NPCs, which are known to be
dependent on the Wnt pathway. The depletion of midbrain progenitors caused a significant
reduction in the number of dopaminergic neurons. Treatment with CHIR, a GSK3b
inhibitor and Wnt activator, was able to rescue the midbrain and hindbrain progenitors as
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well as dopaminergic differentiation (Figure 5.2). Further analysis of the Wnt pathway
revealed an upregulation of Wnt pathway antagonists, including Dkk1. However, more
ancillary studies need to be performed to confirm these data and identify the various
components of the Wnt pathway that are affected by the loss of GCase.
Normal Lysosomes
WNT Activity
DA Differentiation
No CHIR

Control iPSCs

Neuronal Rosette

NPCs

DA Neurons

Lysosomal Dysfunction
WNT Activity
DA Differentiation
No CHIR

GD iPSCs

Neuronal Rosette

NPCs

DA Neurons

C
H
IR

DA Differentiation

Forebrain Progenitor
Midbrain Progenitor
Hindbrain Progenitor

NPCs

DA Neurons

Figure 5.2 Graphical summary of Chapter 3

In chapter 4, we explored the role the GSLs in mediating lysosomal dysfunction in
GD. We found that GBA1 mutations resulted in a modest accumulation of GlcCer and very
significant accumulation of GlcSph in mutant NPCs. Upon further analysis, we identified
acid ceramidase, ASAH1, as being responsible for the rapid conversion of GlcCer to
GlcSph, resulting in a very significant accumulation of this neurotoxic lipid in mutant
NPCs. We further established that the elevated GlcSph was able to activate mTORC1
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causing widespread lysosomal depletion. However, incubation of GD neuronal cells with
CAR (acid ceramidase inhibitor) or SRT drugs (ELI, IBI and GZ) was able to decrease the
GlcSph accumulation, thereby reversing the mTOR hyperactivation and rescuing lysosome
expression (Figure 5.3).
mTOR
activation
GlcSph
Mutant GCase

mTORC1

Lysosome
dysfunction

Kicstor

OR1
GAT
RagA
RagC

Ragulator

mTOR
inhibitors

P

mTOR

mTOR inhibition

Lysosome
rescue

ASAH1

GlcCer

GlcSph
LYSOSOME

GlcCer synthase
inhibitors

Acid
Ceramidase
inhibitors

Figure 5.3 Graphical summary of Chapter 4

Further studies need to be done to better understand the impact of SRT drugs and
CAR on functional aspects of lysosomes, such as autophagy. In addition, it would be
important to address the role played ASAH1 in GD. An unsolved question at the moment
is if GBA1 mutations alter ASAH1 mRNA/protein expression or its activity.

Similarly, preliminary studies indicate that GlcSph treatment of WT cells
destabilizes b-catenin causing its degradation in NPCs (data not shown). At the present
time it is not yet known whether GlcSph mediates this effect through deregulation of the
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lysosomal compartment or through lysosome-independent mechanisms. Lastly, it would
be worth exploring if ASAH1 inhibitors can also stabilize b-catenin in mutant cells.

Overall, through the various sections of this thesis, I have shown that GD patientderived iPSCs serve as an excellent tool to experimentally model GD. We have been able
to generate, for the first time, osteoblasts and neuronal cells from GD patient-derived iPSCs
to identify developmental defects and potential causative aberrations in cellular pathways
associated with GBA1 mutations. Collectively, these studies are contributing to gain more
insight into the pathogenesis of GD, and pinpoint molecular targets such as mTOR, Wnt/bcatenin and ASAH1 to better guide future therapeutic development.
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